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Abstract
We present a framework for defining automata for unordered data trees that is parametrized by the way in which
multisets of children nodes are described. Presburger tree automata and alternating Presburger tree automata
are particular instances. We establish the usual equivalence in expressiveness of tree automata and MSO for the
automata defined in our framework. We then investigate subclasses of automata for unordered trees for which
testing language equivalence is in P-time. For this we start from automata in our framework that describe
multisets of children by finite automata, and propose two approaches of how to do this deterministically. We
show that a restriction to confluent horizontal evaluation leads to polynomial-time emptiness and universality,
but still suffers from coNP-completeness of the emptiness of binary intersections. Finally, efficient algorithms
can be obtained by imposing an order of horizontal evaluation globally for all automata in the class. Depending
on the choice of the order, we obtain different classes of automata, each of which has the same expressiveness
as Counting Mso.
1. Introduction
Data trees are a general and common model of hierarchical data structures, used in programming languages,
structured documents, and in databases with nested relations. They are finite trees in which the edges or the
nodes are labelled by data values from an infinite alphabet, most typically strings over some finite alphabet.
Unordered data trees are data trees for which there is, a priori, neither an order on the children of a tree node,
nor a bound on their number. In the case where only the edges are labelled by data values, unordered data
trees can be naturally represented in the Json format (the JavaScript Object Notation [2]) as illustrated in
Figure 1[p2]. Json is a recent language-independent format for nested key-value stores, which has already found
much interest in Web browsers and for NoSql databases such as Ibm’s Jaql [3]. The unordered data tree of
Figure 1[p2] represents a part of a file system as it can be found on any modern operating system. As stated
by the posix standard, there is no a priori order on the elements of a directory, so directory file trees are
unordered data trees.
Logics and automata for unordered data trees were studied in the last twenty years mostly for querying Xml
documents [4, 5, 6] and more recently for querying NoSql databases [7]. They were already studied earlier, for
modelling feature structures in computational linguistics [8] and records in programming languages [9, 10, 11].
In particular, it was shown that Presburger tree automata can define the same languages of unordered data trees
as Presburger Mso [4, 5]. It is also folklore that the feature automata from [11] have the same expressiveness
as Counting MSO, i.e., the restriction of Presburger Mso to counting constraints.
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{ "file.tex" : {"\documentclass...":{}},
"dir" : {
"x.png" : {"<bin>":{}},
"y.png" : {"<bin>":{}},
...} ... }
◦
◦
◦
◦
“<bin>”
◦
◦
“<bin>”
“x.png” “y.png”
◦
◦
“\doc...”
“file.tex” “dir”
(1.1)
Figure 1: Unordered data trees in Json format, describing a typical file tree.
Counting Mso is still sufficiently expressive for most applications, when extended with regular expressions
for matching data values. For instance, it can be used to express and verify that a LATEX repository contains
exactly one main file, i.e. one file whose name matches the regular expression *“.tex” (where * matches any
string) and whose content matches “\documentclass”*. This is a common type of requirement, for instance
when uploading the sources of a paper for remote compilation. Only main files can be compiled; others do not
describe complete documents and are just meant to be included by the main file. If there are several main files,
it is not clear which one should be compiled.
The mentioned notions of tree automata for unordered data trees have the advantage that membership can
be tested in polynomial time. But they also have at least two disadvantages. First, they are inconvenient for
modelling, since the nondeterministic semantics may intervene in a surprising manner with counting children
in a given state. And second, when it comes to static analysis problems such as satisfiability, inclusion, or
equivalence checking, they lack relevant subclasses of automata for which these problems can be solved efficiently.
For Presburger tree automata, the problem is that their notion of determinism is limited to vertical processing,
so that none of the above problems can be solved efficiently even for flat unordered trees. Feature automata [11]
have a satisfactory notion of determinism, which captures vertical and horizontal processing, so that the above
problems can be solved in polynomial time. This does not help much, however, since feature automata may
grow exponentially in size when expressing simple patterns such as {a1 : {}, a2 : {}, . . . , an : {}} where all ai
are different data values. The problem here is that feature automata must be able to read the n different data
values in all possible orders. This requires 2n states in order to memorize which subset of the n data values has
already been read.
The first contribution of this paper is a general framework for defining automata for unordered data trees.
Similarly to the framework for hedge automata for unranked ordered trees in [12], we keep the way in which
horizontal languages are specified as a parameter. The canonical choices are to use counting constraints, leading
to counting tree automata having the same expressiveness as feature automata, or Presburger constraints
leading to Presburger tree automata. Alternating automata for unordered data trees are also supported by
our framework. In particular, we obtain definitions of alternating counting tree automata and of alternating
Presburger tree automata, which have not been studied before. It turns out that the alternating models are
indeed more natural for modelling properties of unordered data trees than their nondeterministic counterparts.
The advantage is that any node of the tree can be assigned to several states at the same time, so that state
counting cannot be compromised by nondeterministic state choices; Example 22[p15] provides a concrete case
showing that this typically happens in practice.
We establish the classical equivalence between monadic second-order logic (Mso) and the automata notions
introduced by our framework. Which variant of Mso is chosen depends on which descriptor class of horizontal
languages is permitted by the automata. In order to make the equivalence work, we have to impose some
restrictions on the descriptor classes that are satisfied by all usual choices. Under these restrictions, we can also
show that alternating automata have the same expressiveness as nondeterministic automata. The equivalence
proof between Mso and nondeterministic automata is based on the usual closure properties of tree languages,
which we establish for the automata defined in our framework. In order to show closure under complement, we
rely on the notion of vertical determinism known from previous work on hedge automata and Presburger tree
automata.
The second contribution is a study of subclasses of automata for unordered trees for which the usual decision
problems can be solved efficiently. The focus here is on finding a good notion of horizontal determinism in
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addition to the usual vertical determinism. In the spirit of stepwise tree automata for unranked ordered trees [13],
we shall use a single finite automaton for defining the many horizontal languages in the rules of an automaton.
The horizontal languages are languages of multisets, whose elements may be read nondeterministically in any
order by the finite automaton. Unsurprisingly, the membership problem becomes NP-hard in this case, since
all orders must be inspected in the worst case. A first notion of horizontal determinism can then be defined by
a restriction to confluent horizontal rewriting, so that the order of rewriting becomes irrelevant. For instance,
one can test the above arity in the order a1, . . . , an or else in the inverse order (but not necessarily in all orders,
in contrast to feature automata). Our first positive result is that the restriction to confluent rewriting leads to
polynomial-time membership, emptiness, and universality, as one might have hoped. However, the emptiness
of binary intersections as well as inclusion still suffers from coNP-completeness, which might appear a little
surprising, so confluence alone is not sufficient for efficiency. A second notion of horizontal determinism can
be obtained by imposing a fixed order on the horizontal evaluation, globally for all automata in the class.
Depending on the choice of the order, we obtain different classes of automata but all of them have the same
expressiveness, which is that of CMso. We show that this leads to polynomial time membership, emptiness,
universality, emptiness of binary intersections, equivalence, and inclusion problems.
This article extends on a previous conference paper published at GandALF 2014 [1]. The equivalence of Mso
and automata over unordered data trees is a new result compared to [1].
Outline. In Section 2, we recall the definitions of regular expressions, and counting and Presburger constraints.
In Section 3, we recall the notions of automata and monadic second-order logic for ranked ordered trees,
unranked ordered trees, unordered trees, and Counting and Presburger formulæ. In Section 4, we introduce
a general framework for defining classes of automata for unordered data trees, starting with the alternating
model, then the nondeterministic and deterministic ones, and study their expressive power and complexity
properties. In Section 5.1, we discuss alternating tree automata with horizontal rewriting, and in Section 5.2
the restriction to confluent rewriting. Automata for fixed-order rewriting are introduced in Section 5.3.
2. Preliminaries
We first recall regular expression for describing regular sets of words. Dropping the ordering of letters in a
word turns a word into a multiset of letters. Therefore, we will study languages for defining multisets, such as
counting constraints and the more expressive Presburger constraints.
2.1. Regular Expressions for Words
Let N be the set of natural numbers including 0 and B be a finite set. A word with letters in B is a sequence
b1 . . . bn ∈ Bn where n ∈ N. The set of all (finite) words over B is denoted by B∗. The set of regular expressions
pi ∈ Ereg with alphabet B has the following abstract syntax where b ∈ B:
pi ::= b | pipi | pi + pi | pi∗ |  | ∅ . (Regular expressions)
As syntactic sugar, we define ∗ as an abbreviation for (b1 + · · ·+ bm)∗ where B = {b1, . . . , bm}. The semantics
of a pattern pi ∈ Ereg is a word language JpiK ⊆ B∗, which can be defined as usual [14]. A language of words is
called regular if it is equal to JpiK for some regular expression pi ∈ Ereg.
2.2. Counting and Presburger Constraints for Multisets
When ignoring the ordering of the letters of a word w = b1 . . . , bn, one obtains the multiset P(w) = {|b1, . . . , bn|},
which is also called the Parikh image of the word. The Parikh image of a language L is defined as P(L) =
{P(w) | w ∈ L}.
More formally, a finite multiset over some set S is a function M : S → N, such that M(s) = 0 for all but finitely
many s ∈ S. As usual, we write {| s1, ...., sn |} for the multiset M which maps each element s ∈ S to the number
of i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that s = si. The set of all finite multisets over S is written M(S).
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Counting constraints over B are of the following form:
ψ ::= #b 6 n | #b ≡m n | ψ ∧ ψ | ¬ψ (Counting constraint)
where b ∈ B and n,m ∈ N. In such constraints, #b 6 n means “the number of elements b of the multiset is less
than the integer n”, #b ≡m n means “the number of elements b of the multiset is congruent to n modulo m”,
and the Boolean operators ∧ and ¬ are defined as usual. Of course we can define true and false as syntactic
sugar, for instance as true = #b 6 0 ∨ ¬#b 6 0 and false = ¬true. The semantics is given more formally as a
special case of the more general Presburger constraints.
Presburger constraints ψ over B are built as follows. One first constructs sums of counts ν, which are either
constants n ∈ N, sums ν + ν′, or counters #b.
ψ ::= ν 6 ν | ν ≡m ν | ψ ∧ ψ | ¬ψ (Presburger constraints)
ν ::= n | #b | ν + ν (Sums of counts)
An atomic Presburger constraint ν 6 ν′ or ν ≡m ν′ compares the values of two counting expressions.
General Presburger constraints are constructed from atomic Presburger constraints and the usual Boolean
operators from propositional logic. Given a multiset M over S, the definition of the semantics JνKM ∈ N is
straightforward:
JnKM = n, Jν + ν′KM = JνKM + Jν′KM , J#bKM = M(b) . (2.1)
Likewise, we say that M satisfies the constraint ψ and write M |= ψ following the semantics:
M |= ν 6 ν′ ⇔ JνKM 6 Jν′KM
M |= ν ≡m ν′ ⇔ JνKM = Jν′KM mod m
M |= ψ ∧ ψ′ ⇔ M |= ψ and M |= ψ′
M |= ¬ψ ⇔ M |= ψ .
It is folklore that the Parikh image of any context-free word language can be defined by a Presburger constraint
[15, 16], but not always by counting constraint. An example is the context-free language {anbn | n ∈ N} whose
Parikh image is the set of all multisets with alphabet B = {a, b} such that #a = #b. Counting constraints are
less expressive, in that they can only count a single letter at a time, as for instance the counting constraint
#a > 42 ∧ #b > 7.
3. Background on Logics and Automata
We recall the relation between tree automata and tree logics, which started with the seminal paper of Thatcher
and Wright [17] for the case of ranked trees, and was then extended to various other kinds of trees [4, 5, 18, 19, 13].
On the way, we will recall the existing notions of automata andMso logics for the following types of trees: ranked,
unranked, and unordered. We shall introduce nondeterministic automata, discuss notions of determinism, and
clarify the relation to alternating automata.
Mso formulæ describe multi-colourings of graphs, since free set variables can be viewed as colours. A node is
given a colour X by a variable assignment if it belongs to the denotation of the set variable X. By analogy,
we view tree automata as machines that verify colourings of nodes, rather than as term rewriting machines.
A state q of an automaton is viewed as a colour that is assigned to all those nodes of the tree for which the
evaluator of the automaton may go into state q. Having said this, one might already expect that states q of
tree automata should correspond to set variables X of Mso logic. Starting with the work of Thatcher and
Wright [17], this kind of proposition was established for many classes of trees, which we will recall below in
Theorems 2, 6, 9, and 11. For each class of trees, this requires to specify an appropriate notion of tree automata,
and to relate them to a corresponding class of relational structures by which Mso is to be parametrized.
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3.1. Monadic Second-Order Logic
The logic Mso is a traditional logical language for talking about relational structures, and thus about various
kinds of graphs and trees. In contrast to first-order logic, Mso supports recursive definitions of sets of elements.
Therefore, its formulæ can be used to describe properties of multi-colourings of graphs or trees.
The formulæ of the Mso logic are parametrized by a relational signature that we assume to be Mso-typed.
This means that the signature supports relation symbols of different types, depending on how many sets and
elements are put into relation, and in which order. More formally, a Mso-typed relational signature is a set Σ
that is equipped with a type type(σ) = τ1 × · · · × τn for each σ ∈ Σ, where τi ∈ {node, set} for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Given an Mso-typed relational signature Σ, a Σ-structure is a pair S = (domS , .S) consisting of a set
domS called the domain, and for any symbol σ ∈ Σ an interpretation as a relation σS ⊆ type(σ)S where
(τ1 × · · · × τn)S = τS1 × · · · × τSn , nodeS = domS , and setS = ℘(domS).
We assume a fixed set X of variables, each of which has a fixed type type(χ) ∈ {node, set}, and such that there
are countably many variables of both types. Variables in X of type node are denoted by x, y, z and also called
node variables. Variables in X of type set are denoted by X,Y, Z and also called set variables.
The definition of the logic Mso(C) is parametrized by a class C of relational Σ-structures, for some relational
Mso-typed signature Σ. Given that the set of variables is fixed, the syntax of Mso(C) depends only on the
vocabulary provided by Σ, and not otherwise on the class C. Its formulæ ξ have the following abstract syntax:
ξ ∈Mso(C) ::= σ(χ1, . . . , χn) | x ∈ X | ∃χ . ξ | ξ ∧ ξ | ¬ξ , (3.1)
with variables χ1, . . . , χn ∈ X and σ ∈ Σ such that type(σ) = type(χ1) × · · · × type(χn), quantified variables
χ ∈ X of either type set or node, node variables x, and set variables X. As syntactic sugar, we will freely
use the usual additional logical connectives, i.e., formulæ ∀x . ξ, ∀X . ξ, ξ ⇔ ξ′, and ξ ⇒ ξ′, as well as set
operations such as x ∈ X ∩ Y , x ∈ X unionmulti Y , or X ⊆ Y .
The semantics of Mso(C) defines a truth value for each formula, structure of C, and variable assignment into
this structure. A variable assignment I into a structure S – also called valuation or interpretation – maps node
variables x ∈ X to elements I(x) ∈ domS and set variables X ∈ X to sets I(X) ⊆ domS . Whether a formula ξ
is true for a structure S ∈ C, and variable assignment I into S is defined as follows:
S, I |= σ(χ1, . . . , χn) ⇔ (I(χ1), . . . , I(χn)) ∈ σS ,
S, I |= x ∈ X ⇔ I(x) ∈ I(X) ,
S, I |= ∃x . ξ ⇔ S, I[x 7→ v] |= ξ for some v ∈ domS ,
S, I |= ∃X . ξ ⇔ S, I[X 7→ V ] |= ξ for some V ⊆ domS ,
S, I |= ξ ∧ ξ′ ⇔ S, I |= ξ ∧ S, I |= ξ′ ,
S, I |= ¬ξ ⇔ S, I |= ξ .
Note that the truth value of a formula ξ depends only on the structure and on the assignment of those variables
that appear freely in φ. For closed formulæ, which do not contain any free variables, the value thus only
depends on the structure. The language defined by a closed formula ξ, written L(ξ), is the set of structures
S ∈ C over which ξ evaluates to true.
The set variables X ∈ X can be understood as colours for the elements of the structure: An element v ∈ domS
is given colour X by interpretation I into S if v ∈ I(X). Note that any element of the structure can be
given multiple colours by a single interpretation. Therefore, formulæ ξ with n free set variables describe n-ary
multi-colourings of structures in class C.
For instance, directed graphs can be identified with the class of relational {edge}-structures where type(edge) =
node× node. We can then describe the subclass of graphs that are three-colourable, so that each node has at
most one colour and such that no two adjacent nodes have the same colour, by the following Mso formula:
∃X1∃X2∃X3 . ∀x . x ∈ X1 unionmultiX2 unionmultiX3 ∧ ∀y∀z . edge(y, z) =⇒
3∧
i=1
¬(y ∈ Xi ∧ z ∈ Xi) (3.2)
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Free node variables x can always be replaced by free set variables X such that X = {x}. Similarly, one can
replace quantification over nodes by quantification over singleton sets. When doing so, we obtain formulæ in
the following variant Mso′(C) of Mso(C):
ξ ∈Mso′(C) ::= σ(X1, . . . , Xn) | X ⊆ Y | ∃X . ξ | ξ ∧ ξ | ¬ξ , (3.3)
where X,Y,X1, . . . , Xn ∈ X are set variables, and σ ∈ Σ has type
type(σ) = set× · · · × set︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
= setn . (3.4)
Note for any class of relational Σ-structures C that the variants Mso(C) and Mso′(C) can describe the same
multi-colourings of structures in C.
3.2. Nondeterministic Automata
We start with the classical model of nondeterministic tree automata for ranked trees, and then discuss variants
for unranked trees, and for unordered trees. In contrast to the main textbook on the topic [12], where tree
automata are introduced as rewriting engines, we shall present them as colouring machines, as done for instance
in [17, 20].
3.2.1. Ranked Trees
Ranked trees are terms build from a ranked signature of function symbols. A ranked signature is a finite
alphabet A together with a function associating to each symbol a ∈ A a fixed arity ar(a) ∈ N. We sometimes
write {a1/n1, . . . , am/nm} for the ranked signature A = {a1, . . . , am} such that ar(ai) = ni for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
A ranked tree t over a ranked signature A is a term that is built by repeatedly applying constructors from A,
i.e., it satisfies the abstract syntax t ::= a(t1, . . . , tn) where n = ar(a) and t1, . . . , tn are also ranked trees. Note
that ranked trees are often called terms. We will deliberately identify a tree consisting of the single leaf a()
with the 0-ary constructor a itself.
We next define the monadic second-order logic for ranked trees Mso(Cranked). For this it is sufficient to define
a relational structure St for any ranked tree t. These structures will have the Mso-typed relational signature
Σranked = A with type(a) = noden+1 for all a ∈ A of arity n = ar(a). The domain of St is the set of all positions
of term t, i.e., the set of nodes when drawing t as a graph. The relation aSt(pi1, . . . , pin, pi) holds if and only if pi
is a node of t with label a and children pi1, . . . , pin in this order from the left to the right.
For instance, consider the ranked signature A = {a/2, b/1, c/0}. The ranked tree t = a(b(c), a(c, c)) over this
signature has 6 nodes which we can name in the order of their occurrence, i.e. domSt = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The
relation symbols are interpreted such that: aSt(2, 4, 1), bSt(3, 2), cSt(3), aSt(5, 6, 4), cSt(5), and cSt(6).
Definition 1. A (possibly) nondeterministic automaton for ranked trees over A is a tuple A = 〈Q,Qfin,R〉,
where Q is a finite set of states, Qfin ⊆ Q a set of final states, and R ⊆
⋃
a∈A,ar(a)=n{a}×Qn×Q a set of rules.
When applying the perspective of a bottom-up machine on tree automata, it is sometimes convenient to write
a rule (a, (q1, . . . , qn), q) ∈ R equivalently as a(q1, . . . , qn) → q. Alternatively, the perspective of a top-down
machine can be applied, in which case it may be convenient to write the same rule as q a−→ (q1, . . . , qn).
Independently of which view is taken, a run of a nondeterministic automaton on a tree can be understood as a
colouring that assigns to any node of the tree a single state of the automaton as enabled by its rules. More
formally, a run r of A on a tree t is a function r : domSt → Q such that for any a ∈ A with ar(a) = n and
any node tuple aSt(v1, . . . , vn, v) it holds that (a, (r(v1), . . . , r(vn)), r(v)) ∈ R. A run r is called successful if it
maps the root node of the tree to a final state in Qfin. The language L(A) recognised by automaton A is the
set of all ranked trees for which there exists at least one successful run by A. A language of ranked trees is
called regular if it is of the form L(A) for some automaton A.
A possibly nondeterministic tree automaton can evaluate any tree in a possibly nondeterministic manner,
either by a bottom-up or a top-down traversal. We omit the definition of the evaluators. A tree automaton
is called bottom-up deterministic if it does not allow the presence of two distinct rules a(q1, . . . , qn)→ q and
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a(q1, . . . , qn)→ q′ such that q 6= q′. That is to say, there are no two rules with the same left-hand side. It is
called top-down deterministic, if there is at most one state in Qfin and if there exist no two rules q
a−→ (q1, . . . , qn)
and q a−→ (q′1, . . . , q′n) with qi 6= q′i for some 1 6 i 6 n.
It is well-known that all regular languages of ranked trees can be recognised by some bottom-up deterministic
automaton, while the regular language {a(b, b), a(c, c)} cannot be recognised by any top-down deterministic
automaton. Furthermore, any (possibly) nondeterministic automaton for ranked trees can be made bottom-up
deterministic in at most exponential time, while preserving the tree language. This can be done by the
well-known subset construction.
Theorem 2 (Thatcher & Wright [17]). Let A be a ranked signature. It then holds that a language L of ranked
trees over A is regular if and only it can be defined by a closed formula of Mso(Cranked) where Cranked is the
class of Σranked-structures St of ranked trees t over A.
For the easy direction, one has to show that any regular language of ranked trees can be defined inMso(Cranked).
Given a regular language L(A), it is sufficient to describe the set of all runs of A = 〈Q,Qfin,R〉 by some
Mso(Cranked) formula. We will use the states in Q as set variables and define a formula that describes colourings
of ranked trees corresponding to successful runs of A. Since any run of A assigns at most one state to any
node, we require that q ∩ q′ = ∅ for any two different states q, q′ ∈ Q. Furthermore, we require that any node
is assigned to at least one state by imposing ∀x . ∨q∈Q x ∈ q. Since A is finite we can distinguish the root node
by a formula with one free variable xroot. We can then express that the run assigns some final state to the root
node by requiring
∨
q∈Qfin xroot ∈ q. We then add an existential quantifier ∃xroot. Finally, the compatibility of
the run with the rules of the automaton can be stated by requiring the following for all a ∈ A with ar(a) = n
and q1 . . . , qn ∈ Q:
∀x∀x1 . . . ∀xn . a(x1, . . . , xn, x) ∧ x1 ∈ q1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn ∈ qn →
∨
(a,(q1,...,qn),q)∈R
x ∈ q . (3.5)
If Q = {q1, . . . , qm} we obtain a formula ξsucc_run with free variables q1, . . . , qm that defines the set of all
successful runs of A. We can then define L(A) by the formula ∃q1 . . . ∃qm. ξsucc_run.
For the inverse direction, we can assume a formula without node variables, by moving to Mso′(C). Such
formulæ define colourings of ranked trees. By induction on the structure of formulæ in Mso′(C), one can then
construct for any formula an automaton that recognises the set of colourings of ranked trees that satisfy the
formula. This is possible, since regular languages of ranked trees are closed by intersection (for conjunction),
complementation (for negation), and projection (for existential quantification).
We finally note that regular languages of ranked trees are closed under complementation, since nondeterministic
automata for ranked trees can be bottom-up determinized and made complete, so that it is sufficient to flip
final states. We also note that projection introduces nondeterminism, so that the overall number of calls of the
determinisation procedure is the number of quantifier alternations in the formula. Therefore the construction
may require non-elementary time. As a consequence, satisfiability of Mso(Cranked) formulæ can be decided in
non-elementary time by reduction to emptiness of tree automata. This is optimal in the worst case:
Theorem 3 (Koller, Niehren & Treinen [21]). Satisfiability for Mso(Cranked) is non-elementary hard, if the
signature A of the ranked trees contains some symbol of arity at least 2 and some constant.
The proof is by reduction of Mso(Cranked) satisfiability to the equivalence of regular expressions with com-
plementation over a two letter alphabet, which was proven to be non-elementary hard by Stockmeyer and
Meyer [22].
3.2.2. Unranked Trees
We continue with hedge automata for unranked trees, where node labels no longer have a fixed arity. The
children of a node are still ordered, so any node a has a sequence of children of unbounded length.
Let A be a finite alphabet (without ranks). An unranked tree over A has the form t ::= a(t1 . . . , tn) where
a ∈ A, n > 0 and t1, . . . , tn are unranked trees. For instance,
t = c(b, . . . , b︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
, c(c, . . . , c︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
)) (3.6)
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is an unranked tree over A = {b, c} , in which c occurs with three potentially different arites, 0, n, and m.
We next define the monadic second-order logic of unranked treesMso(Cunranked), following for instance [18]. For
this, we consider relational structures St corresponding to unranked trees t. These structures have theMso-typed
signature Σunranked = {first-child,next-sibling} ∪ {laba | a ∈ A} where type(first-child) = type(next-sibling) =
node×node, and type(laba) = node for all a. The domain domSt is the set of all positions of t, i.e., the set of all
nodes when drawing t as a graph. The relation first-childSt(v, v′) holds if v′ is the first (that is, leftmost) child
of v. Similarly, the relation next-siblingSt(v, v′) holds if v′ is the next sibling of v to the right. The relation
labSta (v) holds iff node v is labeled by a in t. For instance, the structure for the unranked tree t over alphabet
{b, c} above has domain domSt = {1, . . . , 2 + n+m}, labStc = {1, 2 + n, . . . , 2 + n+m}, labStb = {2, . . . , n+ 1},
first-childSt = {(1, 2), (2 + n, 3 + n)}, and next-siblingSt = {(1 + i, 2 + i) | 1 6 i 6 n or 2 + n 6 i < 1 + n+m}.
The classical approach to define automata for unranked trees [12] stems from the sixties [23], and was rediscovered
more than 30 years later under the name of hedge automata [24].
Definition 4. A hedge automaton over alphabet A is a tuple A = 〈Q,Qfin,R〉, where Q is a finite set of states,
Qfin ⊆ Q a set of final states, and R a finite set of rules of the form a(L)→ q where L is a regular language of
words over Q, a ∈ A, and q ∈ Q.
The regular languages L in rules of hedge automata are typically represented by regular expressions, but could
also be described by deterministic finite-state automata. Since we can choose L = Jq1 . . . qnK for any sequence
of states q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q, this rule format of hedge automata generalizes on that automata for ranked trees.
Example 5. The set of unranked trees with alphabet A = {∧,∨,¬,>,⊥} is the set of ground formulæ of
propositional logic. The validity of such a formulæ can be defined by the hedge automaton with the states
Q = { q0, q1 }, Qfin = {q1}, and the rules, using regular expressions with alphabet Q:
∨((q0 + q1)∗q1(q0 + q1)∗)→ q1 ∨(q∗0)→ q0 ¬(q0)→ q1 > → q1
∧((q0 + q1)∗q0(q0 + q1)∗)→ q0 ∧(q∗1)→ q1 ¬(q1)→ q0 ⊥ → q0 .
The choice of representation for horizontal regular languages is not without consequences for conciseness and
complexity. However, as long as all regular languages can be represented, one obtains the same expressiveness
as Mso(Cunranked).
Theorem 6 (Logic and automata for unranked trees [19]). Let A be a finite alphabet and Cunranked the class of
relational Σunranked-structures for unranked trees over A. A language of unranked trees over A is recognised by
a hedge automaton if and only if it can be defined by a closed Mso(Cunranked) formula.
The proof can be done following the pattern of proof of the Theorem 2 of Thatcher and Wright. The compilation
of Mso formula to an hedge automaton is again by induction on the structure of the formula. For this to work,
one can use the property that languages defined by hedge automata are closed by intersection, complement, and
projection. The case of complement requires a notion of determinism. A hedge automaton is called vertically
deterministic if it does not contain any two competing rules a(L) → q and a(L′) → q′ with L ∩ L′ 6= ∅ and
q 6= q′. Like in the ranked case, any hedge automaton can be made vertically deterministic while preserving its
language by adapting the subset construction.
The complexity of decision problems has been studied for hedge automata with various formalisms for
representing horizontal regular languages [25, 26, 12]. One of the tedious points is that vertical determinism is
not enough to, for instance, ensure unique and efficient minimization, or for the existence of efficient procedures
for testing language universality or language equivalence. Therefore one might want to impose a notion of
horizontal determinism, for instance by requiring that all horizontal languages L in rules of hedge automata are
represented by deterministic finite automata. However, as argued in [27], this is still not enough. The problem
is that choosing the matching rule for term a(q1 . . . qn) is not fully deterministic but only unambiguous: while
the result is unique when assuming vertical determinism, it still depends on a nondeterministic computation,
since one has to guess the right rule a(L)→ q such that q1 . . . qn ∈ L.
Stepwise tree automata [13] provide an alternative to hedge automata that comes with a good notion of
bottom-up determinism. The problem of hedge automata is solved by another rule format, in which all of the
horizontal languages L are described within a single deterministic finite state automaton. This has the further
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advantage that the format of the automaton rules can be identified with that for ranked binary trees, so another
proof of Theorem 6 can be obtained by reduction of Theorem 2 of Thatcher and Wright via a bottom-up binary
encoding of unranked trees into ranked binary trees; this is known as currification.
3.2.3. Unordered Trees
We now consider unordered trees, which are obtained from unranked trees by removing the order. This means
that any node now has a finite multiset of children and a label from a finite alphabet, while the edges remain
unlabeled. More formally, given a finite alphabet A, an unordered tree t over A has the form t ::= a{|t1, . . . , tn|}
where a ∈ A, n ≥ 0, and all ti are unordered trees where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We employ the usual graphic representation,
illustrated in Figure 2.
a
a
ca
b
c
a
a
ac
b
c
a
b
c
a
ca
a
b
c
a
ac
Figure 2: Drawings of a{| b{| c |}, a{| a, c |} |} with different edge orders.
Example 7. We can define the validity of propositional formula by a counting automaton, which essentially
behaves as the hedge automaton from Example 5, except that it uses counting constraints instead of regular
expressions, so that it does not have to rely on any order of the arguments of ∨ and ∧. The rules of the counting
automaton are as follows:
∨(#q1 > 1)→ q1 ∨(#q1 = 0)→ q0 ¬(#q0 ≥ 1)→ q1 >(true)→ q1
∧(#q0 > 1)→ q0 ∧(#q0 = 0)→ q1 ¬(#q1 ≥ 1)→ q0 ⊥(true)→ q0 .
Note that this counting automaton may still accept some unranked trees where ⊥, >, and ¬ have unwanted
arities, but this could be ruled out rather easily by strengthing the counting constraints appropriately.
More generally, counting constraints can be used for defining automata for unordered trees [11, 28].
Definition 8. A counting automaton with alphabet A is a triple A = 〈Q,Qfin,R〉, where Q is a finite set with
subset Qfin of finite states, and R a finite set of rules of the form a(h) → q where a ∈ A, h is a counting
constraint over Q and q ∈ Q.
We next define Counting Mso as the logicMso(Ccounting) where Ccounting is a class of structures St of unordered
trees t capturing counting automata. As before, the domain of St contains all nodes of the graph of t. We now
use the following Mso-typed relational signature where R = {≥} ∪ {≡m | m ≥ 0}:
Σcounting = {laba | a ∈ A} ∪ {#child∼n, | n ≥ 0, ∼∈ R} (3.7)
The type of and interpretation of laba are unchanged. The other symbols count children of a given node
belonging to a given set, so they are of type node×set. If childSt is the child relation of t, then the interpretation
of the counting symbols is as follows where ∼∈ R and n ≥ 0:
#childSt∼n = {(v, V ) | #{v′ ∈ V | (v, v′) ∈ childSt} ∼ n} (3.8)
Given that #child∼n(x,X) is equivalent to the counting constraint #{y | child(x, y) ∧ y ∈ X} ∼ n, the logic
Mso(Ccounting) supports counting constraints as atomic formulæ, which permits to count the number of children
of a given node that are elements of a given set. Note also that the children relation child(x, y) can be defined
by the formula ∃Y. (Y={y} ∧ #child≥1(x, Y )).
Theorem 9 (Counting logic and automata for unordered trees). Let Ccounting be the class of relational structures
with counting for unordered trees. A language of unordered trees is recognised by a counting automaton if and
only if it can be defined by a closed Mso(Ccounting) formula.
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The proof can be obtained in analogy to the proof of Theorem 2 of Thatcher and Wright. For the one
direction, it is not difficult to see that languages defined by counting automata can be defined in Mso(Ccounting).
The converse follows from the fact that languages defined by counting automata are closed by intersection,
complement, and projection. This follows from the equivalent expressiveness of counting automata and the
feature automata from [11]. It should be noticed that the closure under complementation is obtained by
determinisation, while relying on the notion of determinism for feature automata.
A more expressive class than counting automata can be obtained by permitting rules with Presburger constraints
rather than only counting constraints [5, 29]. This way one can also can have rules like a(#q > #q′) → q′′
which strictly increase the expressive power.
Definition 10. A Presburger automaton with alphabet A is a triple A = 〈Q,Qfin,R〉, where Q is a finite set
with subset Qfin and R a finite set of rules of the form a(h)→ q where a ∈ A, h is a Presburger constraint over
Q and q ∈ Q.
We next recall the Presburger Mso logic. This is a little more tedious than Counting Mso, given that the
atomic formulæ may now relate several set variables, but only when restricted to the children of the same node,
as for instance in:
#{y ∈ Y | child(x, y)}+ #{z ∈ Z | child(x, z)} ≡2 0 (3.9)
In order to deal with this, we will rewrite this expression equivalently as
x:(#childrenin(Y ) + #childrenin(Z)) ≡2 0 (3.10)
stating that the sum of the numbers of children of x in Y and Z is even. Let B = {childrenin(X) | X ∈ X}.
We consider formulæ x:ν where x is a node variable and ν is a sum of counts as in Presbuger constraints, that
is ν ::= n | #b | ν + ν with b ∈ B and n ≥ 0. The new formulæ x:ν are interpreted as natural numbers for any
assignment of variables in an unordered tree t. Their semantics is such that the following equalities hold:
x:#childrenin(X) = #{y ∈ X | child(x, y)}, x:(ν + ν′) = x:ν + x:ν, x:n = n. (3.11)
As atomic formulæ of Presburger Mso we would like to use the following formulæ where x ∈ X and ∼∈ R for
the same set of comparisons R as before.
x:ν ∼ x:ν′ (3.12)
The intended semantics should be obvious. In order to do so, we define the Presbuger Mso logic as
Mso(Cpresburger) with the following Mso-typed signature:
Σpresburger = {laba | a ∈ A}
∪ {{(x,X1, ...., Xn) | x:ν ∼ x:ν′} | ν, ν′ sums of counts, ∼∈ R, and x,X1, . . . , Xn ∈ X}
(3.13)
The type of a symbol {(x,X1, ...., Xn) | x:ν ∼ x:ν′} is node× setn, reflecting that a node may be related to n
sets by an atomic formula of Presbuger Mso.
Theorem 11 (Presburger logic and automata for unordered trees [29]). Presburger automata for unordered trees
can define the same languages as closed formulæ of Mso(Cpresburger).
There again, the proof follows the pattern of Theorem 2 of Thatcher and Wright. The fact that Presburger
automata can be expressed in Presburger Mso should be clear. For the converse, we need to show that
languages of Presbuger automata are closed by intersection, complement, and projection. The difficult part is
to show the closure by complementation. For this, the idea is to show that Presburger automata can be made
vertically deterministic, a notion of determinism that we introduced before for hedge automata, and again, this
is done by a powerset construction which essentially works as usual.
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3.3. Alternating Automata
We now consider alternating automata, but restrict ourselves to the case of ranked trees (see e.g. [12]). The
case of unranked trees also found much interest (see e.g. [20, 30]) while the case of unordered trees has not
been studied so far. Here we follow the presentation style of [20] since it is based on colouring nodes with sets
of states, rather than on term rewriting as in [12].
The main idea of an alternating automaton is that for checking whether a node satisfies two properties at the
same time, it is sufficient to go into the two states at the same time. Therefore an alternating automaton may
have rules of the form:
a(q1 ∧ q′1 ∧ q′′2)→ q′′′ (3.14)
stating that if the first child of a node labelled a is in both states q and q′ at the same time, and the second
child in state q′′ then that node must go into state q′′′. So if there are two rules with the same left hand side,
then the alternating automaton must apply both of them at the same time.
Definition 12. An alternating tree automaton for ranked trees over a ranked alphabet A is a tuple A =
〈Q,Qfin,R〉, where Q is a finite set of states, Qfin ⊆ Q is the set of final states, and R is a finite set of rules of
the form a(h)→ q where a ∈ A, q,∈ Q, while h satisfies the following abstract syntax where 1 6 i 6 ar(a) and
q′ ∈ Q:
h ::= q′i | h ∨ h | h ∧ h | ¬h , (3.15)
A formula h = qi is satisfied by tuples of states (q1, . . . , qn) such that qi = q. The semantics is extended
to the Boolean operators in the usual way. A run r of an alternating automaton A on a tree t is now a
mapping from nodes of t to sets of states in Q, such that whenever aSt(v1, . . . , vn, v) then r(v) = {q | a(h)→
q is in R, (r(v1), ..., r(vn)) satisfies h}.
An advantage of alternating automata is that they can be transformed in linear time into an automaton for the
complement. No determinisation is needed, since it is enough to have negation (or even just conjunction and
disjunction) in the automata rules. A second advantage is that the intersection of automata A1, . . . , An can be
computed in linear time in the sum of the size of the Ai. The price for this convenience has to be paid when
computing projections.
Proposition 1. Any alternating tree automaton can be turned into a nondeterministic tree automaton in
exponential time while preserving its language.
This is done by a powerset construction quite similar to that for determinisation.
Proposition 2. There exists no algorithm that computes the projection of alternating automata in P-time.
Proof. Suppose that we could compute the projection of alternating automata in time p(|A|) for some polyno-
mial p. In this case, we could convert any formula of Mso(Cranked) to an alternating automaton of exponential
size. Therefore we could solve the satisfiability problem of Mso(Cranked) in doubly exponential time by
Proposition 1, which is in contradiction to Theorem 3.
In order to understand the fundamental difference in the nature of alternating and nondeterministic automata,
it is instructive to look at why the projection algorithm for nondeterministic automata fails in the case of
alternating automata.
Example 13. Let A = { a/0, f/1 }, and consider the following alternating automaton A with alphabet A×{ 0, 1 }:
〈a, 1〉(>)→ q, 〈a, 0〉(>)→ q′, 〈f, 0〉(q1 ∧ q′1)→ qfin (3.16)
We have L(A) = ∅, since no child can be in q and q′ simultaneously. Suppose that we project simply by
“forgetting” the second component of the labels, which works in the nondeterministic case; we have a new
automaton A′ on A:
a(>)→ q, a(>)→ q′, f(q1 ∧ q′1)→ qfin , (3.17)
and now f(a) ∈ L(A′), so this is not a correct projection of any tree in L(A).
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4. Automata on Unordered Data Trees
We now introduce our model of unordered data trees, where edges are labeled with data values from an infinite
alphabet and nodes are labeled by symbols of a finite alphabet as before, and the general framework for
automata on those trees.
Automata rules will continue to be of the form a(h)→ q where a is a node label, while h must now describe
multisets of pairs of a data value and a state (or in the alternating case a set of states). The class H from which
the horizontal tests h are taken is a parameter of our model. This will allow us to introduce concrete instances
of our automata model, yielding the classes of alternating Presburger automata (in Section 4.3), alternating
tree automata with horizontal rewriting (in Section 5.1), and two subclasses corresponding to two possible
notions of horizontal determinism.
4.1. Unordered Data Trees
Let A be a finite alphabet of node labels, playing the same role as in the ranked case. We also have a set D of
data values, which in all our applications are words over a finite alphabet ∆ so that D = ∆∗. However, the
internal word structure of data values, while convenient for examples, is not essential to the theory developed
in this paper, unlike in [31], and we can generally see D merely as some infinite alphabet. Those data values
will be used as labels for the edges of the trees.
We define the set T(A,D), or simply T, of unordered data trees (or simply trees in this paper) over data values
D and node labels A inductively as the least set that contains all tuples
(a, {| d1 : t1, . . . , dn : tn |}) (4.1)
such that a ∈ A, n > 0, d1, . . . , dn ∈ D and t1, . . . , tn ∈ T. To avoid unnecessary parentheses, we generally use
the record-like notation di : ti for the couple (di, ti), when writing trees and similar structures. As another
notational shortcut, by analogy to the usual notations for trees and terms, a tree (a, {| d1 : t1, . . . , dn : tn |}) is
written simply a{| d1 : t1, . . . , dn : tn |}.
Given a tree t = a{| d1 : t1, . . . , dn : tn |}, the multiset {| d1, . . . , dn |} is called the arity of t – or of the root node
of t. Note that, in accordance to the unrankedness of our trees, a node’s arity is not a function of its node label.
We employ a graphic representation similar to that of Figure 2 for unordered trees, with the addition of edge
labels. For instance, a tree a{| d1 : b{| d3 : c{| |} |}, d1 : a{| d1 : a{| |}, d2 : c{| |} |} |} is drawn as
a
a
ca
d1 d2
b
c
d3
d1 d1
. (4.2)
As a matter of notation, we shall generally use the letters a, b, c, f, g for node labels, i.e. letters of A, and d for
data values.
4.2. Descriptor Classes
In this paper, we shall deal with classes of automata differing only in the left-hand sides of their rules, i.e. in
how the horizontal languages are processed, be it by formulæ in some logic, by automata, or by pointers
towards states of some shared automata. In all cases, we need to keep track of the sizes of everything involved.
Descriptor classes provide a common abstract framework for anything that selects objects, keeping track of
sizes. Horizontal descriptor classes deal specifically with horizontal evaluation.
Definition 14 (Descriptor Class). A descriptor class for a set M is a tuple 〈H, |=, |·|, c〉 where H is a set of
descriptors, the satisfaction relation |= is a subset of M×H, |δ| ∈ N the size of a descriptor δ ∈ H, and c ∈ N
the overhead cost of the class.
When there is no ambiguity, we often associate a descriptor class to its set of descriptors H, and its other
components are implicitly written 〈H, |=, |·|, c〉, or 〈H, |=H, |·|H, cH〉 if several classes are being discussed.
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Regular expressions provide an example of a descriptor class. Indeed, any subset E ⊆ Ereg of regular expressions
can be seen as a descriptor class selecting words in D: satisfaction is defined as w |=E pi iff w ∈ JpiK, the size
|pi|E of a pattern pi is the number of its symbols, and the overhead cost of the class is cE = 0. This overhead
cost refers to any additional structure, apart from the descriptors themselves, on which the class relies. In this
case there is obviously none. In Sec. 5.1[p27], descriptors are pointers referring to states of a shared underlying
automaton, and there is a non-zero overhead cost in that case: one must store this automaton in order to use
the descriptors. This is different from having each descriptor be a stand-alone automaton.
Let Γ be a countable set of states. We develop a parametrized framework of automata, in which one can freely
choose a descriptor class for testing arities that are annotated with sets of states. Of course, this is what the
left-hand sides of automata rules do: they test the horizontal annotations of the children; thus such descriptors
are called horizontal.
Definition 15. A horizontal descriptor class H over data values D is a descriptor class for multisets over
D× ℘(Γ).
This definition allows for, in principle, horizontal descriptors that depend on all annotations from the set Γ.
In our case, however, annotations will in fact be the states of our automata, and each automaton has only a
finite number of states. This means that we are really only interested in descriptors that “pay attention” to
those states, and ignore anything else. The notion of support formalises this intuition, and will be useful for
constructions that mix states and descriptors from different automata (e.g. when proving closure properties of
automata classes).
Definition 16 (Support). A set of annotations Q ⊆ Γ is a support of a horizontal descriptor h ∈ H if h ignores
any annotation not in Q; that is to say, if for all di ∈ D and Qi ⊆ Γ,
{| . . . , di : Qi, . . . |} |= h ⇐⇒ {| . . . , di : Qi ∩Q, . . . |} |= h . (4.3)
Note that it is easy to imagine descriptors that do not admit any finite support: consider h such that
M |= h ⇔ M = {| f : ∅ |} (4.4)
and suppose its support is Q. If there exists q /∈ Q, then we have {| f : {q} |} |= h by definition, and yet{| f : {q} ∩Q |} = {| f : ∅ |} |= h, which contradicts the hypothesis that Q is a support. In the end, Γ itself is
the only possible support for h. Of course, our automata prohibit that kind of descriptor, and the classes we
consider in this paper are all well-behaved in that respect.
Furthermore, one should be able to replace any annotation q – any state – by another state q′ and obtain a
new, otherwise equivalent descriptor:
Definition 17. H is closed under single state substitution if ∀h ∈ H, q, q′ ∈ Γ and Qi ⊂ Γ (∀i), there exists
h′ ∈ H such that
{| d1 : Q1[q ← q′], . . . , dn : Qn[q ← q′] |} |= h′ ⇐⇒ {| . . . , di : Qi, . . . |} |= h , (SSS)
where q′ /∈ Qi, for all i. By abuse of notation, we write h[q ← q′] for such an h′.
This is automatically the case for any reasonably defined class: the only way to find an H that does not have
(SSS) is to deliberately wed some descriptors to a specific q ∈ Γ.
4.3. Alternating Automata
Definition 18 (auts). A vertically alternating automaton (aut) for unordered unranked trees on node alphabet
A and data values D is a tuple A = 〈Q,Qfin,H,R〉, where
 Q ⊆ Γ is the finite set of (vertical) states,
 Qfin ⊆ Q the subset of final states,
 H is a horizontal descriptor class over data values D, closed by (SSS),
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 and R ⊆ A×H×Q is the finite set of vertical transition rules; here we assume for all (a, h, q) ∈ R that
Q is a support of h.
We write a(h)→ q for a rule (a, h, q) ∈ R. In cases where only data values are meaningful, e.g. when A = {a},
or when we want to ignore the node label, we may write simply h→ q.
Any automaton A evaluates any tree with data values D and finite node alphabet A to a set of states. This set
is defined by induction on the structure of trees such that for all a ∈ A, n ≥ 0, data values d1, . . . , dn ∈ D and
trees t1, . . . , tn ∈ T:
Ja{| d1 : t1, . . . , dn : tn |}KA = { q | {| d1 : Jt1KA, . . . , dn : JtnKA |} |= h, a(h)→ q ∈ R } . (4.5)
The language accepted by A is defined as
L(A) = { t ∈ T | JtKA ∩Qfin 6= ∅ } . (4.6)
The size of an automaton accounts for the number of states, the overhead cost of the horizontal descriptor
class, and that of each descriptor appearing in the rules:
|A| = |Q|+ cH +
∑
a(h)→q∈R
(
1 + |h|H
)
. (4.7)
Definition 19. The class aut(H) is the set of all auts whose horizontal descriptor class is H.
Example 20. As a first example, let us see how naturally the alternating ranked ordered case can be encoded
in this framework. Let us take N as our infinite edge alphabet D – or, if we absolutely wish our data values to
be strings, we could use instead the strings “0”, “1”, etc, of the representations of integers in whichever base.
We don’t need to assume any structure on D beyond that its cardinality is larger than the maximal arity of A.
All that we need is to distinguish the 0-child from the 1-child and so on; the “order” between them is actually
irrelevant.
For our horizontal descriptor class Halt, we choose the formulæ
h ::= qi | h ∨ h | h ∧ h | ¬h (4.8)
halt ::= ar = n;h , (4.9)
where h is as in (3.15)[p11], and “ar = n;” simply tests that we are coding an arity of size n. So we have the
following semantics:
M |= ar = n;h ⇐⇒ M = {| 1 : Q1, . . . , n : Qn |} ∧ M |= h , (4.10)
{| 1 : Q1, . . . , i : Qi, . . . , n : Qn |} |= qi ⇐⇒ q ∈ Qi , (4.11)
The semantics of the connectors ∧,∨,¬ is defined as usual. Let us write J·K for the encoding from ranked trees
to their unordered representation:
Ja(t1, . . . , tn)K = a{| 1 : Jt1K, . . . , n : JtnK |} . (4.12)
There remains to define the encoding L·M from ranked automata to aut(Halt); we keep the same sets of states
and final states, and need only to specify the arity explicitly in rules:
La(h)→ qM = a(ar = ar(a);h)→ q . (4.13)
From there it is obvious that, given a ranked automaton A, we have JL(A)K = L(LAM), and that the size and
most properties of A are preserved through this encoding. We shall come back to that in the nondeterministic
case.
Our second example, Presburger tree automata, will serve as a yardstick of expressive power and complexity
against which we shall measure our proposals for determinism.
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We introduce Alternating Presburger automata for unordered unranked data trees (aut#s), by instantiating
the horizontal descriptors of auts by propositional Presburger constraints. In the preliminaries (Section 2[p3]),
we gave Presburger formulæ on a finite alphabet D; to fit in the context of our horizontal descriptors, we
need formulæ operating on annotated arities of the form {| . . . , di : Qi, . . . |}, which is to say multisets on an
infinite alphabet, that enable us to write useful specifications, such as, for instance, “the number of data values
matching ∗“.tex” is at least 1”. Thus we shall not deal with the elements di : Qi directly, but instead use
formulæ, which we call filters, to test properties of them, like di matching ∗“.tex”, and count the number of
elements satisfying those properties. Specifying (at least some) regular patterns on data values is clearly needed,
as well as testing whether a child is coloured by a state.
For this we fix a descriptor class E ⊆ Ereg of permissible patterns for words in D. The filters φ are then
constraints according to the following syntax, where pi is a descriptor of E and q ∈ Γ:
φ ::= pi | q | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ . (4.14)
The semantics is defined as follows, for (d,Q) ∈ D× ℘(Γ):
(d,Q) |= q ⇐⇒ q ∈ Q ,
(d,Q) |= pi ⇐⇒ d |= pi .
The inductive cases are as usual. The size of a filter |φ| is the number of its symbols plus |pi| for all occurrences
of pi. The cost of the filter class is the cost of the pattern class, i.e. 0.
In our counting or Presburger constraints, we want #φ to have the intuitive meaning of “the number of elements
that satisfy φ”, and thus we modify its semantics to reflect that from J#aKM = M(a) in the finite case to
J#φKM = ∑
x|=φ
M(x) . (4.15)
Finally, we denote by H# the horizontal descriptor class of propositional Presburger constraints on those filters
which we just defined.
The size of such a Presburger formula is the sum of the number of its symbols, except filters, plus the sum of
all the sizes |φ|F of each occurrence of filters φ in the formula. The cost of the class of Presburger formulæ is
the cost cF of its class of filters – here 0.
Definition 21 (aut#: Alternating Presburger Tree Automata). The class aut# of alternating bottom-up Pres-
burger automaton for unordered unranked trees is defined as aut(H#).
Note that, being alternating, our Presburger automata take into account the fact that a tree may be recognised
in several states. For instance,
{| d1 : {q1, q2}, d2 : {q2, q3} |} |= #q1 + #q2 = 3 . (4.16)
This leads in general to more concise automata than in case of the Presburger tree automata of [4, 5] which are
nondeterministic, which is to say that acceptance is based on the notion of a run that assigns a single state to
each tree. This is an issue we have already mentioned in the ranked case. We shall see in the next sections
that, as in the ranked case, this does not change the expressive power of the model.
Example 22. Let us illustrate the above by showing an aut# checking some basic cleanness criteria for a
LATEX document directory. We represent a file system as a tree under the convention of Figure 3. We
◦
◦
. . .. . .. . .
file or dir1 . . . file or dirn
◦
◦
file contents
file name directory name
Figure 3: File system as a data tree.
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{ qok }
∅
{ qfile }
{ qleaf }
“<bin>”
{ qfile }
{ qleaf }
“<bin>”
“x.png” “y.png”
{ qfile, qmain }
{ qleaf }
“\documentclass...”
{ qfile }
{ qleaf }
“Blah blah”
“chapter.tex” “Book.tex” “dir”
(4.21)
Figure 4: Evaluation of LATEX directory by the alternating automaton for Example 22.
require that the directory contains no files produced by compilation, i.e. files whose name matches *.dvi,
*.pdf, *.aux. Furthermore, all *.tex must be simple files, and exactly one among them must be a TEX
main document. There is no restriction on the subdirectories. We write pimain = “\documentclass”∗ and
picmp = ∗“.dvi” + ∗“.pdf” + ∗“.aux”.
In this example, only the data values are meaningful, and not the node labels: here A = {◦}. Therefore we
write rules as h→ q instead of ◦(h)→ q. We have the following rules:
#(∗) = 0 → qleaf (4.17)
#(pimain ∧ qleaf) = 1 ∧ #(∗) = 1 → qmain (4.18)
#(qleaf) = 1 ∧ #(∗) = 1 → qfile (4.19)
#(∗“.tex” ∧ qmain) = 1 ∧ #(∗“.tex” ∧ ¬qfile) = 0 ∧ #(picmp) = 0 → qok (4.20)
State qleaf is assigned to leaf nodes, and state qfile to all nodes representing files, i.e. nodes with exactly one
outgoing edge, whose data value is the file’s content and whose target is a leaf node. State qmain is assigned
to all nodes with one outgoing edge labeled by the content of a main LATEX file, i.e. a string starting with
“\documentclass”. State qok accepts only clean LATEX repositories – it is our final state. For instance, the tree
of Figure 4 is accepted, as it is evaluated in qok.
Note that the properties tested by qmain and qfile are not mutually exclusive, as you can see in Figure 4. We
could avoid relying on alternation by forcing qfile to specifically test that its only data value doesn’t match
“\documentclass”. Here, alternation facilitates specification.
4.4. Nondeterministic Automata
The relation between alternation and nondeterminism has already been sketched in Section 3.2[p6]: whereas the
rules of alternating automata have access to all annotations of all children to evaluate their left-hand sides,
nondeterministic automata must first choose a single annotation for each child, reducing the annotations of
an arity to a single unordered word. This behaviour can easily be seen as a particular kind of alternating
behaviour, using the same descriptor classes but giving them a slightly different semantics. We define, for any
horizontal class 〈H, |=, |·|, c〉, where |= is the usual, alternating semantics, a corresponding nondeterministic
semantics |=∃. Intuitively, using |=∃ instead of |= means that, before applying a descriptor h, we have to choose
for each child coloured by a set of states Qi a single colour qi ∈ Qi, and then apply the descriptor h to the
singleton sets {qi}. Formally, |=∃ is such that
{| . . . , di : Qi, . . . |} |=∃ h ⇐⇒ ∀i,∃qi ∈ Qi : {| . . . , di : {qi}, . . . |} |= h . (4.22)
Thus nondeterministic automata can be defined exactly as auts, except that the evaluator (4.5) is replaced by
a nondeterministic version:
Ja{| d1 : t1, . . . , dn : tn |}KndA = { q ∣∣∣ a{| d1 : Jt1KndA , . . . , dn : JtnKndA |} |=∃ h, a(h)→ q ∈ R} . (4.23)
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Definition 23. A nondeterministic automaton for unordered unranked trees is a tuple 〈Q,Qfin,H,R〉, as for
aut, and is defined in the same way, except for the evaluator, which becomes (4.23), and the accepted language,
which uses this new evaluator. The class ndet(H) is defined similarly to aut(H).
Example 24. Consider Example 20[p14], with the restriction that rules must be of the form a(q11 ∧ q22 ∧ · · · ∧
qnn)→ q. This captures nondeterministic ranked automata as a special case of alternating automata: indeed
alternating and nondeterministic semantics are equivalent for formulæ of that form. That they have the same
expressive power is a separate issue left for Section 4.6.
Thus alternating and nondeterministic automata can be related in several ways, which must not be confused.
First, the same automaton can be interpreted under alternating or nondeterministic semantics, possibly yielding
different languages. Second, we can push the nondeterministic behaviour inside the formulæ: given a horizontal
descriptor class H, let H∃ = {h∃ | h ∈ H } be such that
M |= h∃ ⇐⇒ M |=∃ h . (4.24)
In that way, ndet(H) is equivalent to aut(H∃). Third, one might want to convert a ndet(H) into an equivalent
aut(H), and vice-versa; however, this is not always possible.
Indeed, it must be emphasised at this point that, in general, h∃ 6= h and H∃ 6= H. Given a specific H, aut(H)
and ndet(H) have, again in general, incomparable expressive powers, though well-behaved H such as Presburger
formulæ do satisfy H∃ ⊆ H, i.e. it is always possible to encode the nondeterministic choice into a Presburger
formula. (Note that even in that case individual rules may still have to be transformed: h 6= h∃. The next
example illustrates this.) However, obtaining this well-behavedness property is not always trivial; in particular,
it is not a simple matter of requiring that H be closed by Boolean operations. We shall address this in more
detail in Section 4.6[p22]; for now let us illustrate those points with two examples:
Example 25. First, let us see a case where nondeterministic evaluation may provide expressive power inaccessible
to alternating evaluation. Consider the following Presburger automaton, with H given by the restriction of
Presburger logic to
h ::= #q = #q′ | #∗ = 0 (4.25)
and Q = { q, q′, qfin } and Qfin = {qfin}:
#∗ = 0 → q, #∗ = 0 → q′, #q = #q′ → qfin .
With nondeterministic semantics, this automaton accepts trees of height one with an even number of children.
With alternating semantics, it accepts all trees, as #q = #q′ means only “the number of leaves is the number
of leaves”.
Can an aut(H) be built that accepts the same language?
Testing evenness relies on the nondeterministic semantics’ ability to choose different annotations for otherwise
identical subtrees; this is explicitly impossible with alternating semantics, which annotates each tree exactly by
the set of all states in which it can be evaluated, which in turn entails that identical subtrees must bear identical
annotations. Thus it is clear that, with that class of descriptors H, there is no way to build an alternating
automaton that accepts the same language, nor would this change if Boolean operators ∧,¬ were added to H.
Of course, the classical classes of descriptors that we study do not have this problem: for instance both
Presburger logic and counting constraints – strictly the weakest of the classes considered in the next sections –
support modulo expressions, of the form #φ ≡m n, which can trivially be used to test evenness.
Example 26. Let us now see the converse: a case where nondeterministic semantics cannot capture a language
recognizable using alternating semantics. Consider the following, very restricted class of descriptors:
h ::= #q = 3 | #∗ = 0 | h ∧ h′ , (4.26)
where q ∈ Γ. Take Q = { q, q′, qfin } and Qfin = {qfin}, and rules
a(#∗ = 0) → q
b(#∗ = 0) → q, q′
c(#∗ = 0) → q′
#q = 3 ∧ #q′ = 3 → qfin .
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For H given by the formulæ h, the aut(H) above accepts trees of height 1 such that there are three a- or b-leaves
and three b- or c-leaves. So the following repartitions are possible: aaaccc, aabcc, abbc, and bbb. Obviously, no
ndet(H) can be found recognising this language: aabcc and abbc cannot be checked by counting to three, if
each child must be in one state only. Again, adding Boolean closure properties to h would not help, although
one sees that adding closure to the filters, so as to write something like #(qa ∨ qb) = 3, might.
We shall come back to the conditions under which we have equivalence between aut(H) and ndet(H) in
Section 4.6[p22].
There remains to define vertical determinism, which is the “standard” view of determinism in bottom-up
automata, as discussed in Section 3.2[p6]. Recall that the standard notion is that no two rules can share the
same left-hand side, of the form a(q1, . . . , qn), which is sufficient to ensure that a given tree cannot be evaluated
in two different states. In the case considered here, two different left-hand sides a(h) and a(h′) may still
activate at the same time, if h and h′ can be satisfied simultaneously. This possibility must be forbidden in the
definition:
Definition 27. An aut (resp. ndet) A is vertically deterministic, or is a det, if for all rules a(h) → q,
a(h′)→ q′: if there exists M such that M |= h and M |= h′ (resp. M |=∃ h and M |=∃ h′) then q = q′. The
class det(H) is the set of dets with horizontal tests H.
In other words, in a deterministic automaton it is never possible that two rules yielding different states are
activated at the same time. Note that the definition implies the important non-ambiguity condition
max
t∈T
(|JtKA|) = 1 , (4.27)
and under that assumption we have trivially M |= h ⇔ M |=∃ h, which ensures that the definition of the
deterministic class is consistent if we view ndet(H) as aut(H∃), as det(H) = det(H∃).
Like in the ranked case, vertical determinism is necessary in order to obtain good complexities for static
analysis problems. It is not sufficient, however: all the classes which we consider in Section 5[p27] use filters
that can manipulate regular patterns and annotations, by conjunction, disjunction or negation. If fully general
regular patterns were allowed as descriptors of data values then testing satisfiability of such filters would be
PSpace-hard: this can be seen by reduction of emptiness of intersection of arbitrarily many regular languages:
indeed we can write filters φ = pi1 ∧ · · · ∧ pin.
And if the automata were not deterministic, ExpTime-hardness would be hard to avoid, as sets of annotations
are tested, which can encode intersection of arbitrarily many regular tree languages. To get reasonable
complexity and reasonable expressive power, one must therefore combine vertical determinism and restrictions
on the patterns one can test.
Note that restricting ourselves to vertically deterministic automata can potentially make tests on filters easier.
Indeed, the multisets we consider now only contain pairs (d,Q) such that |Q| ≤ 1. Therefore, we will be
interested in restricted properties of filters, in which the state set Q of all models are either empty or singletons.
We will call the restricted problems singleton-membership, singleton-satisfiability, singleton-validity, etc. It
should be noticed that the singleton-restricted problems are usually much easier than the general case. For
instance, if E = ∅ then singleton-satisfiablity and singleton-validity of filters are in PTime. This also remains
true if only suffixes can be tested by patterns, i.e. if E = {∗“d” | d ∈ D}.
In the next section, we study the expressive power of our model, under various assumptions; specifically, we
are interested in the “well-behavedness” properties of the horizontal tests H such that the expressive powers
of aut(H), ndet(H), and Mso(H) coincide. We begin with the prerequisite study of closure properties and
vertical determinisation.
4.5. Closure Properties
We begin by a closure property that does not depend on any choice of H, but holds generally because of the
support property (4.3)[p13] and (SSS). We focus on alternating automata first, because they are easier to
manipulate.
Proposition 28. For any horizontal descriptor class H, aut(H) are closed under union, in linear time.
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Proof. Let A1, A2 ∈ aut(H); assume w.l.o.g. – using (SSS) to change states if necessary – that their state sets
are disjoint, i.e. Q1 ∩Q2 = ∅. Let B = 〈Q1 ∪Q2,Qfin1 ∪Qfin2,H,R1 ∪ R2〉. Note that this is a valid aut(H),
because all of its rules have support either Q1 or Q2, and therefore all have support Q1 ∪Q2. We show that,
for all trees t ∈ T, JtKB = JtKA1 ∪ JtKA2 , by structural induction on t. The base case is obtained trivially by
definition of the evaluation:
J{| |}KB = { q | {| |} |= h, h→ q ∈ R1 ∪ R2 }
= { q | {| |} |= h, h→ q ∈ R1 } ∪ { q | {| |} |= h, h→ q ∈ R2 }
= J{| |}KA1 ∪ J{| |}KA2 .
Inductive case: t = {| . . . , di : ti, . . . |}:
JtKB = { q | {| . . . , di : JtiKB , . . . |} |= h, h→ q ∈ R1 ∪ R2 } (definition of evaluation)
=
{
q
∣∣ {| . . . , di : JtiKA1 ∪ JtiKA2 , . . . |} |= h, h→ q ∈ R1 ∪ R2 } (induction hypothesis)
=
{
q
∣∣ {| . . . , di : JtiKA1 ∪ JtiKA2 , . . . |} |= h, h→ q ∈ R1 } (set theory)
∪ { q ∣∣ {| . . . , di : JtiKA1 ∪ JtiKA2 , . . . |} |= h, h→ q ∈ R2 }
=
{
q
∣∣ {| . . . , di : JtiKA1 , . . . |} |= h, h→ q ∈ R1 } (supports)
∪ { q ∣∣ {| . . . , di : JtiKA2 , . . . |} |= h, h→ q ∈ R2 }
= JtKA1 ∪ JtKA2 , (definition of evaluation)
where the penultimate step relies on the fact that h→ q ∈ R1 only if Q1 is a support of h; thus, recalling that
Q1 ∩Q2 = ∅ and that JtiKA2 ⊆ Q2, we have
{| . . . , di : JtiKA1 ∪ JtiKA2 , . . . |} |= h ⇐⇒ {| . . . , di : (JtiKA1 ∪ JtiKA2) ∩Q1, . . . |} |= h
⇐⇒ {| . . . , di : JtiKA1 , . . . |} |= h .
Finally, we have
L(B) = { t ∈ T | JtKB ∩ (Qfin1 ∪Qfin2) 6= ∅ }
=
{
t ∈ T ∣∣ (JtKA1 ∪ JtKA2) ∩ (Qfin1 ∪Qfin2) 6= ∅}
=
{
t ∈ T ∣∣ (JtKA1 ∩Qfin1) ∪((((((((JtKA1 ∩Qfin2) ∪((((((((JtKA2 ∩Qfin1) ∪ (JtKA2 ∩Qfin2) 6= ∅}
= L(A1) ∪ L(A2) .
The remaining closure properties depend on H.
Definition 29. A horizontal descriptor class H is closed by an n-ary Boolean operation ~ : Bn → B, where
B = {>,⊥}, if, for every h1, . . . , hn ∈ H, there exists some h′ ∈ H such that for all M
M |= h′ ⇐⇒ ~((M |= h1), . . . , (M |= hn)) . (4.28)
Note that h′ needs not be unique in general; by abuse of notation, even when ~ is not part of the syntax of h,
we may write ~(h1, . . . , hn) to mean any such h′, constructed by some unspecified procedure. This will not
lead to ambiguities, as we will always assign the expected semantics to the syntactic elements ∧, ∨, ¬, etcetera.
Hereafter, when we write “Boolean operations” in general, we mean ∧, ∨, ¬, specifically.
Note that we can always assume that H is closed by disjunction: indeed we can encode disjunctions in the
left-hand side as a set of rules:
a(h1 ∨ · · · ∨ hn)→ q ↔ a(h1)→ q, . . . , a(hn)→ q . (4.29)
Evidently, this does not preserve determinism. Likewise, we can assume that ⊥ ∈ H, where ⊥ is the false
formula, never satisfied. This will occasionally be convenient. Now, it is easy to see that, if H is closed under
Boolean operations, as is the case for Presburger and counting formulæ, then this carries over to alternating
automata on H:
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Proposition 30. If H is closed under Boolean operations, then the class aut(H) is also closed under Boolean
set operations (language union, intersection, and complement). Furthermore, if the H-closures are computed in
linear time, then so are the aut(H)-closures.
Proof. Let A = 〈Q,Qfin,H,R〉. First, transform A so that it has a single final state qfin, which is not used
recursively; this can be done in linear time by adding the fresh state qfin and a rule h→ qfin for each h→ q
with q ∈ Qfin, before setting Qfin = {qfin}. Second, remove all the qfin-rules {h1 → qfin, . . . , hn → qfin } ⊆ R,
and replace them all by a single rule ¬(h1 ∨ · · · ∨ hn) → qfin. It is immediate that the resulting automaton
recognises exactly the trees which are not accepted by A. This shows closure under complementation. Closure
under intersection follows from de Morgan’s law L1 ∩L2 = (Lc1 ∪Lc2)c – where Lc denotes the complementation
of L.
Note that this does not immediately carry over to ndet(H) through the equivalence with aut(H∃): closure by
conjunction behaves differently with respect to |= and |=∃, since ∃ does not distribute over ∧. Also note that
closure by negation is in general required of H to obtain the result, though in some cases ∧ and ∨ are enough.
Example 31. To show that closure under conjunction and disjunction for H is not enough in general to obtain
closure by complement for the automata, take horizontal formulæ
ψ ::= ab | bc | ψ ∧ ψ | ψ ∨ ψ , (4.30)
where ab has the semantics of #“a” > 1 ∧#“b” > 1 and bc has the semantics of #“b” > 1 ∧#“c” > 1. The
automaton with a single rule ab→ qfin cannot be complemented with such horizontal formulæ.
As mentioned before, we eventually wish to restrict ourselves to deterministic automata. Are the Boolean
closure properties above enough for determinisation? Not quite; H, to allow for an adaptation of the usual
powerset construction, must satisfy another natural property, which we called powerset closure in [1], that
permits it to reformulate tests on multiple states into tests on one state; that is, for any h ∈ H, one should be
able to build h ∈ H such that
{| d1 : Q1, . . . , dn : Qn |} |= h iff {| d1 : {Q1}, . . . , dn : {Qn} |} |= h . (4.31)
Recall that the set of all possible states Γ is countably infinite, while the Qi are finite, which prevents
cardinality problems. Note that powerset closure does not follow from the Boolean closure properties alone.
The counterexample that follows exhibits a class of descriptors that is closed by Boolean operations, and yet
cannot be powerset closed. At the same time, it presents two different ways in which powerset closure may be
achieved for more flexible classes, like Presburger formulæ.
Example 32. Consider the following class of descriptors, obtained again by restriction of Presburger Logic:
ψ ::= #φ = #φ′ | #φ = 0 | ψ ∧ ψ′ | ¬ψ , φ ::= pi | q . (4.32)
Note that while the formulæ do have Boolean closure properties, the filters φ do not. Using ψ for horizontal
descriptors, we build an alternating automaton with the following states and rules:
Q = {qleaf, q, q′, q′′, qfin} , Qfin = {qfin} , (4.33)
#∗ = 0 → qleaf
#∗ = #qleaf ∧ #a = 0 ∧ #c = 0 → q
#∗ = #qleaf ∧ #b = 0 ∧ #c = 0 → q′
#∗ = #qleaf ∧ ¬(#c = 0) → q′′
#q = #q′′ ∧ #q′ = #q′′ → qfin .
In this example, qleaf colours leaves, that is trees without children. The state q colours trees of height 1 that
have no a-children and no c-children, q′ colours trees of height 1 that have no a-children and no b-children, and
q′′ colours trees that have at least one c-child. Finally, qfin accepts trees for which an equal number of children
are coloured by each of q, q′, q′′. Note that no tree can be coloured by q′′ and at the same time with any of q or
q′. On the other hand, trees may be coloured with q only, q′ only, or both at the same time.
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Suppose there exists a vertically deterministic automaton recognising the same language, and using the same
class of formulæ ψ. Trees originally coloured by {q}, by {q′}, or by { q, q′ }, would have to be coloured by
at least three different states, one for each of these sets. Hence, the subtrees with no a and no c, originally
recognised in q, are now partitioned into those recognised in {q} and those recognised in { q, q′ }, and it must
be expressed that there are as many of each of them as there are trees recognised in {q′′}. In full Presburger
logic, this could easily be done by writing
#{q}+ #{ q, q′ } = #{q′′} or #({q} ∨ { q, q′ }) = #{q′′} . (4.34)
Either formula could have replaced #q = #q′′ in the powerset construction. However, neither is possible with
the current class of formulæ ψ; in fact, there is no way to express that with them.
The powerset closure property (4.31) is fairly abstract, but (4.34) gives a strong hint about the kind of concrete
behaviour H should have in order to satisfy it: it should be possible to replace a state with other states. We
can already replace one state by another single state: cf. (SSS)[p13]. However, powerset constructions require a
more general property, where a single state is replaced by several others. In the example above, q was replaced
in (4.34) by two other states {q} and { q, q′ }, either of which “represented” q for the purpose of satisfying the
formula.
Definition 33. H is closed by disjunctive state substitution if ∀h ∈ H, q, q1, . . . , qm ∈ Γ,∃h′ ∈ H such that,
∀1 6 k1, . . . , kn 6 m:
{| d1 : Q1[q ← qk1 ], . . . , dn : Qn[q ← qkn ] |} |= h′ ⇐⇒ {| d1 : Q1, . . . , dn : Qn |} |= h . (DSS)
By abuse of notation, we write h[q ← q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qm] for such an h′.
Example 34. The two formulæ of (4.34) are possible choices for (#q = #q′′)[q ← {q} ∨ { q, q′ }], though only
the second one is available for counting constraints. Basically, if the filters support ∨, then the counting formulæ
built on them have (DSS).
Note that the disjunction encoding of (4.29) is sometimes crucial: for instance, consider horizontal descriptors
for the nondeterministic ranked case:
a(q, q′)[q′ ← p ∨ p′] = a(q, p) ∨ a(q, p′) . (4.35)
Such descriptors have (DSS), but the substitution splits one rule into several rules.
Of course, (DSS) implies powerset closure (4.31) via the following construction: for any h and Q a support of
h, we let
h = h
[
p← ∨p∈S⊆Q S]
p∈Q
. (4.36)
Now we can get back to determinisation; if H is closed under Boolean operations and (DSS), aut(H) are
determinisable. Actually, we can use something a little finer than full Boolean closure for H, and require only
closure in a non-ambiguous context, in the sense of (4.27)[p18]. Indeed, the point of (4.36) and (4.31) is to
obtain singleton annotations.
Definition 35. Singleton-closure by an operator ~ is defined as closure (Definition 29[p19]), except that (4.28)
is only required to hold for all M of the form {| . . . , di : {qi}, . . . |}.
Proposition 36. For any A ∈ aut(H), an equivalent vertically deterministic A′ ∈ aut(H) can be constructed
provided that H is singleton-closed under Boolean operations and has (DSS).
Proof. Let A = 〈Q,Qfin,H,R〉; then A′ = 〈℘(Q),Q′fin,H,R′〉, where
Q′fin = {Q ⊆ Q | Q ∩Qfin 6= ∅ } and
R′ =
 a
( ∧
a(h)→q∈R
h ∧
∧
a(h)→q/∈R
¬h
)
→ { q | a(h)→ q ∈ R }
∣∣∣∣∣∣ R ⊆ R, a ∈ A
 .
Note that A′ is vertically deterministic by construction, as any two rules of A′ that differ on their right-hand
side must have incompatible left-hand sides. As for the complexity, we build a number of rules in the order of
2|A|, each containing a Boolean combination of O(2|A|) descriptors.
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There remains to deal with the nondeterministic case. Note that (4.36), in the construction, automatically
assigns an alternating semantics to formulæ, which is visible from (4.31). Take again Example 25[p17] of
ψ = (#q = #q′), in a context where all children are coloured by both q and q′. While ψ means “the children
are even” or “true” for |=∃ and |=, respectively, ψ, in the new context of the powerset construction, where each
child is coloured by the same state { q, q′ }, now means “true” regardless of the semantics. Thus, to determinise
a ndet(H), we first need to encode the nondeterministic choice into the alternating semantics, as in (4.24)[p17].
For instance, in Presburger logic ψ can first be reformulated into ψ∃ = (#q ∼= 0 mod 2), and then we can
proceed with the construction. Of course, the counterexamples show that not all classes have that property,
which is necessary for determinisation to take place.
Definition 37. We say that H is closed by choice, and write H∃ ⊆ H, if for all h ∈ H there exists h∃ ∈ H such
that (4.24) holds.
Proposition 38. If H is singleton-closed under Boolean operations, has (DSS), and is closed by choice, then for
any A ∈ ndet(H), an equivalent det(H) can be built.
Proof. Turn A into an aut(H∃); since H∃ ⊆ H, this can be chosen to be an aut(H); then determinise that.
Example 39. Let us see briefly how the above boils down to the usual powerset construction for the nonde-
terministic ranked case; we take rules of the form a(q1, . . . , qn)→ q. To keep things simple, say that we have
two unary rules a(q)→ q and a(q′)→ q′. Nondeterministic and alternating semantics are the same for those
restricted descriptors, so q∃ = q and q′∃ = q′. Next, we build
a(q ∧ q′)→ { q, q′ } (4.37)
= a
(∨
q∈Sq⊆Q Sq ∧
∨
q′∈Sq′⊆Q Sq′
)→ { q, q′ } (4.38)
= a
(∨
q∈Sq⊆Q,q′∈Sq′⊆Q Sq ∧ Sq′
)→ { q, q′ } (4.39)
= a
(∨
q,q′∈S⊆Q S
)→ { q, q′ } (4.40)
= a({ q, q′ })→ { q, q′ } , (4.41)
where all steps, starting with (4.38), rely on the disjunction encoding (4.29). (4.38) depends on singleton-closure:
every Sq ∧ Sq′ , where Sq 6= Sq′ , becomes ⊥ in (4.39). Rules of the form a(⊥)→ q need not be built. Hence in
(4.40), only the sets containing both q and q′ are left. (4.41) gives the result in the case Q = { q, q′ }. With
this, we see why full Boolean closure on H is not necessary for determinisation.
4.6. Monadic Second-Order Logic
With closure and determinisation properties established, we can now see that – under reasonable assumptions
on H – our automata have the same expressive power as Mso.
Given a horizontal descriptor class H, we define, recalling the notations seen previously, e.g. (3.13)[p10], the
corresponding logic on the signature
ΣH = { laba | a ∈ A } (4.42)
∪ { { (x, q1, . . . , qn) | h } | { q1, . . . , qn } is a support of h } , (4.43)
where symbols { (x, q1, . . . , qn) | h } have type node× setn, and semantics, writing {| d1 : u1, . . . , dm : um |} to
denote the subtree at a node u,
(u, V1, . . . , Vn) ∈ { (x, q1, . . . , qn) | h }St ⇐⇒ {| . . . , di : { qi | ui ∈ Vi }, . . . |} |= h . (4.44)
As a shortcut, we write simply Mso(H) for the logic Mso(CH), where CH is the class of all ΣH structures St for
unordered trees t. Furthermore, we write simply h(q1, . . . , qn) or even just h for the set of nodes u such that
(u, V1, . . . , Vn) ∈ { (x, q1, . . . , qn) | h }St . In this view, q1, . . . , qn are the free variables of the formula h, which
selects the nodes whose annotated arity satisfies its specification.
The Thatcher-Wright construction can now be adapted to our automata, for well-behaved classes H having a
bare minimum of expressive power. Consider H = {>,⊥}; it is quite well-behaved (e.g. closed by Boolean
operations, obviously), but an ndet({>,⊥}) would be utterly useless, incapable of linking children to parents.
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For our purposes, we therefore require that for all q ∈ Γ there must exist a descriptor q, . . . , q ∈ H for the
statement “all children are coloured by q”:
{| . . . , d : Qi, . . . |} |= q, . . . , q ⇐⇒ ∀i : q ∈ Qi . (4.45)
With this, we have:
Theorem 40. If H is closed by choice (Definition 37[p22]) and closed by Boolean operations, at least in the
singleton case (Definition 35[p21]), is closed by (DSS)[p21], and is powerful enough to express that all children
have a given annotation (4.45), then nondeterministic automata ndet(H) have the same expressive power as
Mso(H).
Proof. In one direction, given A ∈ ndet(H), we can determinise it and then the formula
ξA = ∃
q∈Q
q :
( ∨
qfin∈Qfin
root ∈ qfin
)
∧
(
∀x, x ∈ q ⇔
( ∨
a(h)→q
(x ∈ laba ∧ x ∈ h)
))
(4.46)
is such that L(A) = L(ξA), and furthermore the annotations of A are exactly those of ξA.
Conversely, given a formula ξ, we seek to construct an automaton Aξ recognising L(ξ). A little more work is
required in that direction. In particular, this will not be the case for any choice of horizontal descriptor class.
First, we need to assume that H is well-behaved: specifically, it must be closed by choice and such that ndet(H)
are determinisable and closed by Boolean operations (see the previous section). Second, we require that H
possesses a bare minimum of expressive power, as per (4.45). Under those conditions, we show that ndet(H)
are at least as powerful as Mso(H). As usual in such constructions, we shall encode the variable assignments
of free variables in node labels. Numbering variables as X1, X2, X3, . . ., a node labelled 〈a; 1, 0, 1〉, for instance,
will mean a node coloured by X1 and X3, but not X2. Thus we need new node alphabets:
A〈m〉 = A× { 0, 1 }m . (4.47)
Given a formula ξ(X1, . . . , Xn) we must build an automaton, which we write JξKm, for m > n, over node
alphabet A〈m〉, accepting trees of L(ξ) (considering only the 0th component of each node label) along with the
valuation for the variables annotating that tree and satisfying ξ (in the components 1 to m of the node labels).
Note that our data alphabet D is always the same, while the node alphabet varies; thus we write it explicitly
and keep D implicit in the notation for the set of trees T(A〈m〉) = T(A〈m〉,D).
We begin by JX1 ⊆ X2K2. It only needs a single (final) state q; its rules are
〈a; 0, 0〉(q, . . . , q)→ q, 〈a; 0, 1〉(q, . . . , q)→ q, 〈a; 1, 1〉(q, . . . , q)→ q .
Note that since we have assimilated states and set variables, to avoid conflicts we should choose q such that
it does not appear in ξ, either free or bound. The same holds for the states of all the automata that follow,
unless otherwise noted.
Next we consider the labels: JX1 ⊆ labaK1. Again, q is the lone final state, and the rules are
〈a; 1〉(q, . . . , q)→ q, 〈a; 0〉(q, . . . , q)→ q, 〈b; 0〉(q, . . . , q)→ q, for all b 6= a .
Now we compute JXi ⊆ h(X1, . . . , Xm)Km, for some i ∈ J1,mK. The automaton must first annotate the children
by X1, . . . , Xm, so that h can use them – recall that h has no access to the node labels of the children, within
which that annotation is encoded. To connect the annotation encoded within the node labels to h, we use the
rules
〈a; . . . , 1︸︷︷︸
k
, . . .〉(>)→ Xk for all a ∈ A, k ∈ J1,mK , (4.48)
where the dots match any 0, 1 values outside of the kth position. To do that, we add the rules
〈a; . . . , 1︸︷︷︸
i
, . . .〉(h ∧ q, . . . , q)→ q 〈a; . . . , 0︸︷︷︸
i
, . . .〉(q, . . . , q)→ q for all a ∈ A . (4.49)
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Thus this automaton has states Q = {X1, . . . , Xm }, q and Qfin = {q}. To handle the rest, we need to define
projection and cylindrification operations, which allow to decrease or increase the scope of the label annotations.
First, the projection
pin :
⋃
m>n
T(A〈m〉)→ T(A〈n〉) (4.50)
that simply deletes all components n+ 1, n+ 2, . . .; that is:
pin
(〈a; b1, . . . , bn, bn+1, . . . , bm〉{| . . . , di : ti, . . . |}) = 〈a; b1, . . . , bn〉{| . . . , di : pin(ti), . . . |} . (4.51)
Projections are extended to languages in the usual way: pin(L) = {pin(t) | t ∈ L }. Second, the cylindrificationn→m : ℘(T(A〈n〉))→ ℘(T(A〈m〉)), where n 6 m, (4.52)
that acts as an inverse to projection, adding components:
n→m(L) = { t ∈ T(A〈m〉) ∣∣ pin(t) ∈ L} . (4.53)
The cylindrification of an automaton is easy to compute: simply replace each rule 〈a; b1, . . . , bn〉(h) → q by
rules 〈a; b1, . . . , bn, bn+1, . . . , bm〉(h)→ q, for all bn+1, . . . , bm ∈ { 0, 1 }. Cylindrification enables us to translate
∧,∨: let m = max(n, n′) and
L(Jξ(X1, . . . , Xn) ∧ ξ′(X1, . . . , Xn′)Km) = n→m(Jξ(X1, . . . , Xn)Kn)∩n′→m(Jξ′(X1, . . . , Xn′)Kn′) . (4.54)
Recall that we have assumed H to we have Boolean closure properties for our automata, so such an automaton
can be built. The same goes for union and complementation (the latter of which does not need cylindrification).
For the projection, we shall rely on a nondeterministic construction. The extraneous components (n+ 1 to m)
of the node labels are stripped off, and the corresponding variable assignment is instead encoded into states.
The descriptors h are also modified to choose one of those possible assignments, while remaining unchanged
regarding the components kept by the projection. Specifically, take an automaton A on A〈m〉, assuming for
convenience that A ∈ det(H). We define the projection of a set of states Q as pin(Q) = Q \ {Xn+1, . . . , Xm },
and the projection pin(h) of a descriptor h ∈ H as follows, relying on the closure by choice:
{| . . . , di : pin(Qi) ∪ Si, . . . |} |= pin(h) ⇐⇒ ∃Si ∈ Si : {| . . . , di : pin(Qi) ∪ Si, . . . |} |= h . (4.55)
In this, the Si stand for the set of possible extraneous annotations encoded as states, each annotation being
itself a subset of {Xn+1, . . . , Xm }. They are produced as follows: each rule
〈a; b1, . . . , bn, bn+1, . . . , bm〉(h)→ q (4.56)
is replaced by two rules
〈a; b1, . . . , bn〉(pin(h))→ q and 〈a; b1, . . . , bn〉(pin(h))→
m⋃
k=n+1
bkXk , (4.57)
where we take the convention that 1X = {X} and 0X = ∅. Hence, those rules will activate whenever there
is a possible choice of annotations for {Xn+1, . . . , Xm }, as per the starting language, that would activate
the original rules. We write this new automaton pin(A), as it accepts pin(L(A)). We use this to encode the
existential quantifier, which completes the construction:
J∃Xn+1 : ξ(X1, . . . , Xn+1)Kn = pin(JX1, . . . , Xn+1Kn+1) . (4.58)
Note that, under the conditions above, all our classes are equally expressive (we write ' for that), as
aut(H) ' ndet(H), thanks to the closure by choice:
Corollary 41. Under the conditions of Theorem 40, we have Mso(H) ' aut(H) ' ndet(H) ' det(H).
4.7. Complexity
In this section, we study the complexity of usual decision problems, both for the general model and in the
particular case of vertically deterministic Presburger automata, against which other classes will be compared.
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4.7.1. General Class aut(H)
Proposition 42 (Membership). Let H be such that the satisfiability test M |= h can be decided in time
O(|M | · |h|), Then, membership t ∈ L(A) for trees t ∈ T and automata A ∈ aut(H) can be decided in time
O(|t| · |A|2) in general and O(|t| · |A|) for (non-)deterministic automata.
Proof. Let k ∈ N such that the test M |= h can be decided in time at most k · |M | · |h|. It is sufficient to show
that we can compute JtKA in time at most k · |t| · |A|2. The proof is by induction on the structure of t.
If t = {| d1 : tn, . . . , dn : tn |} thenJtKA = { q | {| d1 : Jt1KA, . . . , dn : JtnKA |} |= h, h→ q } . (4.59)
We have
|t| =
n∑
i=1
(|di|+ |ti|) . (4.60)
We first compute the annotations {| d1 : Q1, . . . , dn : Qn |}; by inductive hypothesis, for each i, this is done in
time k · |ti| · |A|2, and thus the time spent for this is
k · |A|2 ·
n∑
i=1
|ti| . (4.61)
Then there remains to test {| d1 : Q1, . . . , dn : Qn |} |= h. We have
|{| d1 : Q1, . . . , dn : Qn |}| =
n∑
i=1
(|di|+ |Qi|) ; (4.62)
we can assume w.l.o.g. |{| d1 : Q1, . . . , qn : Qn |}| 6
∑n
i=1|di||Qi|. Thus the test is at most in time k · |h| ·∑n
i=1|di||Qi| 6 k · |A| ·
∑n
i=1|di||A|. Finally, the total time taken is
k · |A|2 ·
n∑
i=1
|ti| + k · |A|2 ·
n∑
i=1
|di| = k · |A|2 ·
n∑
i=1
(|di|+ |ti|) = k · |t| · |A|2 . (4.63)
Note that if the size of the annotations Qi is bounded, which is the case in particular for (non-)deterministic
automata, then we have O(|t| · |A|) instead.
Proposition 43 (Emptiness). Let H be such that
(1) for any h ∈ H, whether ∃M : M |= h is decidable in time O(g(|h|)), and
(2) H is closed under Boolean operations in linear time, and
(3) for any Q ⊆ Γ and S ⊆ ℘(Q), there exists a descriptor allS ∈ H of size O(2|Q|) that is satisfied exactly
by all multisets over D× S.
In this case, whether L(A) = ∅ can be decided in time O(22·|Q| · g(2|Q| + |A|)) for all automata A ∈ aut(H) of
states Q.
Proof. We perform a vertical reachability algorithm on sets of simultaneously reachable states. Each step
involves testing all state subsets, and each test is exponential. There are at most an exponential number of
steps, as each reachable subset remains reachable throughout.
More specifically, we use a variation on the usual reachability algorithm for bottom-up tree automata; because
of the alternation, we need to build iteratively a set S ⊆ ℘(Q) of reachable annotation sets. We initialize the
algorithm with S := ∅ and we iterate as follows. At each step, we add to S the new annotation sets that have
become reachable thanks to S. This proceeds much as for the initialisation phase, with horizontal descriptors
instead of patterns, but this time we need to restrict the satisfiability checking to using only sets in S. To do
that we use the descriptor allS provided in our hypotheses, such that
{| d1 : Q1, . . . , dn : Qn |} |= allS iff ∀1 6 i 6 n, Qi ∈ S . (4.64)
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Whether and how this is coded depends on the concrete class of descriptors; as an example, in the Presburger
logic defined in the next section, we could write
allS = #
( ∨
Q/∈S
[∧
q∈Q
q ∧
∧
q/∈Q
¬q
])
= 0 , (4.65)
where q is a primitive that tests the presence of a state in an annotation set. Note that the size of allS is at
most exponential, as required in the third hypothesis.
Whatever the implementation, using allS as a primitive, we define the predicate reachable(S,Q), true iff Q is
reachable in one bottom-up transition, starting from a set S of reachable annotation sets. That is the case if
there exists an annotated arity M , whose annotation sets are all in S, such that all states in Q, and exactly
those, are right-hand sides to at least one non-leaf rule whose horizontal descriptor is satisfied by M . Thus the
predicate is expressed by the satisfiability of a descriptor:
reachable(S,Q) =
(
allS ∧
∧
q∈Q
∨
h→q
h ∧
∧
q/∈Q
h→q
¬h
)
. (4.66)
A step of the reachability algorithm tests all possible sets of states, and adds them to S if they are reachable:
S := S ∪ {Q ⊆ Q | ∃M. M |= reachable(S,Q) } . (4.67)
In a single reachability step, there are therefore 2|Q| satisfiability tests to make, each one can be performed
in O(g(2|Q| + |A|)). This operation is repeated until no new Q can be made accessible – or until a final state
appears in one of the reachable annotation sets – thus it cannot be executed more than 2|Q| times in total
(any reachable Q stays reachable). Therefore, in total, we have O(2|Q| · 2|Q| · g(2|Q| + |A|)) for all the iteration
steps.
Note that under the conditions of that proposition, the Boolean closure properties for the automata, and
the decidability of universality, disjointness, equivalence, and inclusion follow naturally, some technicalities
notwithstanding. In a nutshell, one must be careful any time two descriptors acting on different sets of states
must interact or relate to one another. For instance, when doing the union construction for two automata
simply by taking the union of the sets of rules, which is the natural way for our alternating model, one must
ensure beforehand that all horizontal descriptors are supported by the states of the automaton in which they
appear, lest the states of the other automaton interfere with them.
Corollary 44 (Universality, Disjointness, Inclusion). Let H be a class satisfying the preconditions of Proposition
43, and A,B ∈ aut(H); the following problems are decidable: L(A) = T, L(A)∩L(B) = ∅, and L(A) ⊆ L(B),
with the same complexity as for emptiness.
Proof. This follows directly from the closure constructions and emptiness testing.
4.7.2. Alternating Presburger Automata
Proposition 45 (aut# Complexity). Given vertically deterministic aut# A,B and a tree t ∈ T, even if
singleton-membership, singleton-satisfiability, and singleton-validity are decidable in PTime, deciding whether
t ∈ L(A) is PTime, L(A) = ∅ is coNP-hard, L(A) = T is coNP-hard, L(A) ∩ L(B) = ∅ is coNP-hard, and
L(A) ⊆ L(B) is coNP-hard.
Proof. These complexity results follow from known results on Presburger logic [32, 29].
Membership. Satisfaction of filters in H# is testable in polynomial time, because membership for a regular
expression and testing if a state is in a state set are both obviously PTime. Membership for Presburger formulæ
with PTime-testable atoms is PTime itself. Thus the result follows from Proposition 42[p25].
Emptiness. Satisfiability for quantifier-free Presburger formulæ is already coNP-complete [33], and that
problem can be reduced to emptiness for aut#, by considering languages of trees of height one, encoding the
language horizontally.
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Universality. Validity for quantifier-free Presburger formulæ is already coNP-complete [33], and that problem
can be reduced to emptiness for aut#. The reasoning is similar to the case of emptiness, we build an automaton
whose only vertical rule leading to a final state is the encoding of the formula.
Disjointness. Disjointness is at least as hard as emptiness, by taking L(B) = T.
Inclusion. Inclusion is at least as hard as universality, by taking L(A) = T.
5. Notions of Horizontal Determinism
5.1. AUTs with Horizontal Rewriting
We next introduce alternating automata with horizontal rewriting (auts) by instantiating auts with
“horizontal” automata whose transitions are guarded by filters. auts have the same expressiveness as aut#s
but differ in computational properties and succinctness. As we shall see in the next section, aut make it
indeed easier to formulate restrictions leading to more efficient static analysis.
Let F be the set of filters φ for words in D× ℘(Γ) from the previous section, i.e. φ ::= pi | q | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ where
q ∈ Γ and pi ∈ E, where E ⊆ Ereg.
The intuition behind horizontal automata is to perform accessibility tests while consuming all the arity; the
descriptors will simply ask “can you reach that state, starting from that other state, while reading all this?”.
For instance, consider the following automaton:
s1 s2
∗“.tex”
∗“.pdf”
. (5.1)
The following Presburger formulæ can be reformulated into such tests as follows:
#(∗“.tex”) = #(∗“.pdf”) ≡ reading from s1 can lead to s1 ,
#(∗“.tex”) = #(∗“.pdf”) + 1 ≡ reading from s1 can lead to s2 .
Note that a single automaton can encode several tests; it depends on which state you consider initial and which
you consider final. Unlike the previous classes where each descriptor acted on its own, here the descriptors will
simply be a pair of states, referring to a shared automaton defining the class, whose size is an overhead cost of
the class.
Definition 46. A horizontal automaton is a couple 〈P, δ〉 where P is a finite set of horizontal states and
δ ⊆ P× F× P is the horizontal transition relation.
Any horizontal automaton H = 〈P, δ〉 defines a descriptor class HH =
〈
P2, |=, |·|, c〉 for multisets over D× ℘(Γ).
Its descriptors are pairs of horizontal states (p, p′) ∈ P2, where p serves as an initial and p′ as a final horizontal
state of the descriptor. The horizontal rewriting relation of H is the binary relation  on P×M(D× ℘(Q))
given by:
(p,M + {| d : Q |}) (p′,M) if ∃φ : (p, φ, p′) ∈ δ and (d,Q) |= φ . (5.2)
A multiset M over D × ℘(Γ) satisfies a descriptor (p, p′) – or just pp′ – if p′ can be reached from p while
consuming exactly M :
M |= (p, p′) ⇐⇒ (p,M)∗ (p′, {| |}) . (5.3)
The size of a descriptor pp′ is |pp′| = 2 while the overhead cost of the class is the overall size of the horizontal
automaton c = |P|+∑(p,φ,p′)∈δ|φ|.
Definition 47 (aut). The class aut of alternating bottom-up automata for unordered unranked trees with
horizontal sub-automata is defined as the union of all classes aut(HH) such that H is a horizontal automaton.
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Remember that, as mentioned before, these problem’s complexities depend heavily on membership, satisfiability,
and validity on our filters. Since our formalism is vertically deterministic, we consider more specifically
singleton-membership, singleton-satisfiability, and singleton-validity.
Proposition 48 (aut Complexities). Given two vertically deterministic aut A,B, and a tree t ∈ T, then
 if singleton-satisfiability of φ is decidable in time O(f(|φ|)), whether L(A) = ∅ can be tested in time
O(|A|2 · f(|A|)),
 if singleton-satisfiability of φ is NP, testing whether t ∈ L(A) is NP-complete,
 if singleton-validity of φ is PSpace, whether L(A) = T is PSpace-hard and coNExp,
 if singleton-validity of φ is PSpace, whether L(A) ⊆ L(B) is PSpace-hard and coNExp,
 and provided that singleton-satisfiability of a filter φ is NP, deciding whether L(A) ∩ L(B) = ∅ is
coNP-complete.
Proof. The hardness results follow from known lower bounds, see for instance [34, 35]. Emptiness follows from
a vertical accessibility algorithm where each phase performs a horizontal accessibility algorithm. A proof for
membership is just a vertical run, with assorted horizontal runs, checkable in PTime, hence the upper bound.
For L(A)∩L(B) = ∅, the polynomial check of [34, 35] can be used in our case by replacing the infinite alphabet
by the pair of rules a labeled data value would use in the horizontal automata of A and B. To make sure we do
not combine two mutually disjunctive rules, we need to make sure in polynomial time that their conjunction is
singleton-satisfiable. In more detail:
Emptiness. We build the set S ⊆ Q of reachable states. Initially, we let
S := { q | pi → q, pi is satisfiable } . (5.4)
Then we iterate, testing for each pp′ → q whether the rewriting from p to p′ can be done using only the states
in S; that is, we determine whether p′ is reachable from p, following the relation
(p,M + {| d : Q |})S (p′,M) if ∃φ : (p, φ, p′) ∈ δ and (d,Q ∩ S) |= φ . (5.5)
The iteration step, performed until a fixed point is reached, is:
S := S ∪ { q | pp′ → q, p′ is reachable from p using S } . (5.6)
There remains to see how one actually tests whether p′ is reachable from p using S. We build the set P ⊆ P of
states reachable from p: initially, P = {p}. At each step, we execute
P := P ∪
 p′′
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (p, φ, p′′) ∈ δ, p ∈ P ,
(
φ ∧
∨
q∈S
q
)
is satisfiable
 (5.7)
until a fixed point is reached (failure) or we reach p′ (success). Thus, the horizontal reachability algorithm
comprises at most |P | iteration steps, each performing |δ| satisfiability tests, each of which is in O(f(|δ|+ |Q|)).
Going back now to the overarching vertical reachability, its iteration step is performed at most |Q| times,
and executes at most |R| horizontal reachability algorithms each time. Overall, this gives a complexity in
O(|Q| · |R| · |P | · |δ| · f(|δ|+ |Q|)).
This can be simplified further by considering that the horizontal reachability tests are always done on the
same automaton, and that if p′ is reachable from p using S, then it will remain reachable using any superset
of S. Thus, if one keeps a permanent memory of previous reachability results for the horizontal automaton,
i.e. marking states as “reachable from p” for each p, then over the course of the entire algorithm, each rule in δ
needs to be tested only once for each state, at most. This yields a complexity of O(|Q| · |R|+ |P | · |δ| ·f(|δ|+ |Q|)).
Membership. Lower bound. Decidability of membership to Parikh images of the language accepted by finite-
state word automata over a finite alphabet is NP-complete [34], and is easily reduced to aut membership
of a flat tree, where the horizontal automaton simulates the original word automaton. Upper Bound. Given
a run of A, i.e. a tree annotated by the sets of vertical states and the horizontal states, it can be verified in
polynomial time that the run is correct.
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Universality. Decidability of universality of Parikh images of the language accepted by finite-state word
automata over a finite alphabet is known to be PSpace-complete and coNExp [35]. Note that the coNExp
result comes from a more general coNExp-completeness result [36], which is likely to extend to this case.
Inclusion. Decidability of inclusion of Parikh images of the language accepted by finite-state word automata
over a finite alphabet is known to be PSpace-complete and coNExp [35]. Note that the coNExp result comes
from a more general coNExp-completeness result [36], which is likely to extend to this case.
Disjointness. Decidability of disjointness of Parikh images of the languages accepted by finite-state word
automata over a finite alphabet is known to be coNP-complete [34, 35].
5.2. AUTs with Confluent Horizontal Rewriting
In this section we move towards more tractable classes: we define a subclass of vertically deterministic auts
for which the horizontal automata must be confluent. Intuitively, this means that, during the horizontal
evaluation, one can choose any available transition in a “don’t care” manner, since all possible choices will
yield the same result – end up in the same state – when the word is fully read.
The resulting expressive power lies strictly between CMso and PMso. For instance, one can test properties of
the form #a = #b, which is not in CMso, but one cannot test #a 6 #b, even though this can be tested in
PMso. To see this intuitively, consider the unordered word w = {| a, b |} and the automata
A= ≡ 1 2
a
b
and A6 ≡ 3 4
b
a
b
, (5.8)
which are the obvious automata to test #a = #b and #a 6 #b, respectively. The first automaton A= is
trivially confluent, since, at any time, only one transition is available: w can only be consumed in the order ab,
and thus is always read in state 1. On the other hand, A6 is not confluent: one can read a first, or b first,
and if reading ab, obtain state 3, while reading ba yields state 4. We will now argue that there is no confluent
automaton Cy6 that encodes #a 6 #b.
Consider the unordered words ma + nb and m′a + nb, for some 1 < m < m′ < n – in abbreviated notation
with the obvious meaning of m or m′ elements a and n elements b. Suppose both are recognised in the same
state q by C6, and see what happens if we read an additional (n−m)a in both cases. Since C6 is confluent,
we would expect both to be recognised in the same state. Yet we see that
ma+ nb+ (n−m)a = (m+ n−m)a+ nb = na+ nb (5.9)
is accepted, whereas
m′a+ nb+ (n−m)a = (m′ −m+ n)a+ nb where m′ −m > 1 , (5.10)
violates #a 6 #b, and is rejected. Thus ma+ nb and m′a+ nb cannot be accepted in the same state; since
this is true of all 1 < m < m′ < n, C6 would actually require an unbounded number of distinct states, and
therefore does not exist. We write such “separation multisets” compactly as (ma+ nb | m′a+ nb) + (n−m)a.
Despite its relatively high expressive power – greater than CMso – this model still enjoys some good algorithmic
properties for static analysis, as we shall see.
A horizontal automaton H = 〈P, δ〉 is called confluent if the failure-extended horizontal rewriting relation  is
confluent, where  is defined as the smallest relation such that
 ⊆ and (p,M) ⊥ if M 6= {| |} and @p′,M ′ : (p,M) (p′,M ′) . (5.12)
The idea of failure-extension is that, if an execution fails – cannot consume all the multiset – it does not
matter in which state it ends up. See Figure 5 for a graphical representation of this notion of confluence. Its
p0-confluent descriptor class H♦H,p0 , for p0 ∈ P, is the subclass of HH where the descriptors are limited to{p0} × P. Indeed, having several initial states would be “cheating” the confluence.
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p,M
p′,M ′ p′′,M ′′
p′′, {| |}
∗ ∗
∗ ∗
p,M
p′,M ′ ⊥
∗ ∗
∗ (5.11)
Figure 5: Failure-extended confluence: all successful executions must converge to the same state; all failed executions must converge
towards ⊥.
Definition 49 (aut♦). An aut♦ is a vertically deterministic member of any class aut(H♦H,p0), where H = 〈P, δ〉
is a confluent horizontal automaton, and p0 ∈ P.
Proposition 50 (aut♦ Closure Properties). aut♦s are neither closed under union nor complement.
Proof. This property comes from the fact that horizontal confluent automata on a finite alphabet are not stable
under union or complementation. The language #a = #b is recognised by a confluent automaton, as we have
seen at the beginning of this section. We use for closure properties the same type of argument as for showing
that #a 6 #b is not recognisable in a confluent way, by exhibiting arbitrarily many “separation” multisets that
must all be recognised in distinct states.
Union: #a = #b∨#a = #c cannot be accepted: consider the separation multisets (na+nb | ma+mb)+b+nc,
for n 6= m.
Complementation: #a 6= #b cannot be accepted: consider the separation multisets (na | ma) + nb, for
n 6= m.
Proposition 51 (aut♦ Membership). If singleton-membership of filters is in PTime, then one can decide for
any aut♦ A and tree t whether t ∈ L(A) in polynomial time.
Proof. On a horizontal automaton H, the greedy strategy works to read multisets. We suppose M |= (p0, p). If
M = d+M ′, with d |= (p0, p′), then by confluence M ′ |= (p′, p). Hence, if we find an element that can be read,
we can choose to read it first without changing the result of the run. The same reasoning applies if M has
no run from p0. This gives a polynomial membership test. For every data value in the multiset, we try every
transition (time |M | × |A|× membership on the filter). If we cannot read a data value, the run fails. While we
can, we pick any data value we can read. This strategy extends to a polynomial algorithm for membership in
tree automata.
Proposition 52 (aut♦ Emptiness). If singleton-satisfiability of a union of filters is in PTime, then it is decidable
in polynomial time for an aut♦ A, whether L(A) = ∅.
Proof. This is a particular case of Proposition 48.
Proposition 53 (aut♦ Universality). If the singleton-validity of filters is in PTime, then it is decidable in
polynomial time for any aut♦ A whether L(A) = T.
Proof. First, we map all accessible vertical states, and all accessible horizontal states. This is polynomial, as
seen in Proposition 48. We want the automaton to be complete. For the horizontal automaton, all horizontal
accessible states must be able to read any pair (d, {q}), where q is an accessible vertical state (this means that
the union of the filters for all rules exiting a state is valid). This is supposed to be testable in PTime. For the
vertical automaton, there must be a rule of the form (p0, p)→ q for all accessible horizontal states p. These
properties are a necessary and sufficient condition for every tree to be coloured by a vertical state. Indeed, if p
is an accessible horizontal state, there is an accessible arity M such that M |= (p0, p). If p cannot read (d, {q}),
then M + {(d, {q})} is an accessible arity whose run fails in the horizontal automaton. This means that there
exists a tree whose root’s arity is M + {(d, {q})} that cannot be coloured by a vertical state. Similarily, if there
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Figure 6: Automaton H1.
is no (p0, p)→ q, then M is an accessible arity whose run fails in the horizontal automaton. This means that
there exists a tree whose root’s arity is M that cannot be coloured by a vertical state. If the automaton is
complete, all accessible arities M end up in some accessible horizontal state p, and this allows an annotation
in a vertical state thanks to a rule (p0, p) → q. If it is not at least complete, then it is not universal. If the
automaton is complete, then it is universal if and only if every accessible vertical state q is final.
Proposition 54 (aut♦ Disjointness). If the singleton-satisfiability of the conjunction of two filters is in PTime,
then deciding for two aut♦s A1, A2, whether L(A1) ∩ L(A2) = ∅ is coNP-complete.
Proof. coNP-Hard: To show coNP-hardness, we consider the same problem on horizontal automata: given
two confluent horizontal automata H1 and H2, and two descriptors (p1, p′1) of H1 and (p2, p′2) of H2, it is
NP-hard to decide whether there exists a multiset M such that M |= (p1, p′1) and M |= (p2, p′2).
We reduce the problem of 3-colouring an undirected graph G = (V,E) with colours C = {x, y, z} to the above
problem on confluent automata. Our alphabet is the set of (1) pairs (v, c) ∈ V × C, that represents that the
node v has colour c, and (2) the tuples (v, c, v′, c′), if c 6= c′ and v, v′ are neighbors. In particular, there are no
tuples of the form (v, c, v′, c). We shall consider multisets that represent a colouring: for each v ∈ V , exactly
one letter (v, c) to colour the node v with colour c, then for every v′ neighbor of v, and v′ of colour c′ 6= c, the
edges (v, c, v′, c′) and (v′, c′, v, c) appear once. It is easy to see that such an arity exists if and only if there is a
3-colouring of G. We now want to build H1 and H2, two confluent automata whose intersection will be exactly
these multisets:
We order the states of V by giving them numbers v1, . . . , vn. The automaton H1 (see Figure 5.2) will check
that each node v has exactly one letter (v, c) to colour the node v with colour c, and for every neighbor v′ an
edge (v, c, v′, c′).
 For each node v ∈ V , there is a state pv, and a state pv,c for each c ∈ C. We have the transitions
pv, (v, c)→ pv,c. This checks that v is coloured.
 We note Nv = {n1, . . . , nk } the set of neighbors of v. We have k states pv,c,nj , where pv,c,n1 is pv,c.
These states check the edge from v to nj . We have the rules pv,c,nj , (v, c, nj , c′)→ pv,c,nj+1 . For nk the
last neighbor of v, we have the rules pv,c,nk , (v, c, nk, c′)→ pv′ , where v′ is the node after v in the order
we established between nodes of V . If v was the last node, we have another state pf , and the rules
pv,c,nk , (v, c, nk, c′)→ pf .
 The state of the first node pv1 serves as an initial state. The state pf serves as a final state.
To prove the confluence, we prove that if at any point we have a choice between two transitions, the run fails.
We note that any letter (v, c) can only be read in state pv. Since there is no way to come back to pv afterwards,
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Figure 7: Automaton H2.
only one letter (v, c) can be read. If we have the choice between (v, c) and (v, c′), the run will fail. Similarly,
any letter (v, c, v′, c′) can only be read in state pv,c,v′ . Since there is no way to come back to pv,c,v′ afterwards,
only one letter (v, c, v′, c′) can be read. If we have the choice between (v, c, v′, c′) and (v, c, v′, c′′), the run will
fail.
The descriptor (pv1 , pf ) of automaton H1 already checks that each node v is coloured only by one (v, c), and
that any edge (v, v′) has exactly one letter (v, c, v′, c′) with v on the left using the proper colour c. The only
thing H1 does NOT check is that the other letter for the same edge (v′, c′′, v, c′′′) uses the same colours. This
is what automaton H2 (see Figure 5.2) will check. We order the edges of E by giving them numbers e1, . . . , en.
Note that the edge (v, v′) is the same as the edge (v′, v), and only appears once in this enumeration. For each
edge e = (v, v′), there is a state pv,v′ ,and a state pv,c,v′,c′ for each c, c′ of C. The state of the first edge pe1
serves as the initial state. There is also an additional state pf ′ that serves as the final state. We have the
transitions pv,v′ , (v, c, v′, c′)→ pv,c,v′,c′ . Then, we have pv,c,v′,c′ , (v′, c′, v, c)→ pe′ , where e′ is the edge after e
in the order we established between edges of E. . . If e was the last edge, we have pv,c,v′,c′ , (v′, c′, v, c)→ pf ′
instead. Then from pf ′ we can read any letter of the form (v, c): pf ′ , (v, c)→ pf ′ .
To prove the confluence, we prove that if at any point before pf ′ we have a choice between two transitions,
the run fails. We note that for an edge v, v′, any letter (v, c, v′, c′) can only be read in state pv,v′ . Since there
is no way to come back to pv,v′ afterwards, only one letter (v, c, v′, c′) can be read. If we have the choice
between (v, c, v′, c′) and (v, c′′, v′, c′′′), the run will fail. Similarly, any letter (v′, c′, v, c) can only be read in
state pv,c,v′,c′ . There is no choice to be made in these states: (v′, c′, v, c) is the only letter one can read. Once
pf ′ is reached, the order of the letters (v, c) obviously makes no difference.
We can see that that the intersection between the descriptor (pv1 , pf ) of automaton H1 and the descriptor
(pe1 , pf ) of automaton H2 is exactly the language of all multisets that represent 3-colourings of G, hence this
intersection is empty if and only if there is no 3-colouring of G.
coNP: The problem is already in coNP for aut by Proposition 48, so it is also in coNP for the more
restricted class aut♦.
Proposition 55 (aut♦ Inclusion). If the singleton-satisfiability of filters is in NP, then deciding for aut♦s A1
and A2 whether L(A1) ⊆ L(A2) is coNP-complete.
Proof. coNP-Hard: To show coNP-hardness, we consider the same problem on horizontal automata: given
two confluent horizontal automata H1 and H2, and two descriptors (p1, p′1) of H1 and (p2, p′2) of H2, it is
NP-hard to decide whether all multisets M such that M |= (p1, p′1) also have M |= (p2, p′2).
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This proof is an adaptation of the proof of Proposition 54: H1 remains the same, but H2 will check something
slightly different: it will now accept at least all multisets where there is a discrepancy between a letter (v, c, v′, c′)
and a letter (v′, c′′, v, c′′′), where c 6= c′′′ or c′ 6= c′′.
We number the edges of E as e1, . . . , en. Note that the edge (v, v′) is the same as the edge (v′, v), and only
appears once in this enumeration. For each edge e = (v, v′), there is a state pv,v′ ,and a state pv,c,v′,c′ for each
c, c′ of C. The state of the first edge pe1 serves as an initial state. There is also an additional state pf ′ , the
previous final state. However, for each of these states p, we make a copy p′, that essentially works the same but
signals that a discrepancy has been found. We have the transitions pv,v′ , (v, c, v′, c′)→ pv,c,v′,c′ . Then, we have
pv,c,v′,c′ , (v′, c′, v, c)→ pe′ , where e′ is the edge after e. If e was the last edge, we have pv,c,v′,c′ , (v′, c′, v, c)→ pf ′
instead. Then from pf ′ we can read any letter of the form (v, c): pf ′ , (v, c) → pf ′ . However, we also add
transitions to the copy states: pv,c,v′,c′ , (v′, c′′, v, c′′′)→ p′e′ (or p′f ′ if (v, v′) is the last edge), if c 6= c′′′ or c′ 6= c′′.
To ensure the automaton is confluent, the copy has its own transitions
p′v,v′ , (v, c, v′, c′)→ p′v,c,v′,c′
p′v,c,v′,c′ , (v′, c′′, v, c′′′)→ p′e′ (or p′f ′ if (v, v′) is the last edge)
for every c′′, c′′′, and p′f ′ , (v, c)→ p′f ′ .
To prove the confluence, we prove that if at any point before pf ′ we have a choice between two transitions, the
run eventually fails. We note that for an edge v, v′, any letter (v, c, v′, c′) can only be read in state pv,v′ , or in
p′v,v′ . Since there is no way to visit both in the same run, only one letter (v, c, v′, c′) can be read. If we have
the choice between (v, c, v′, c′) and (v, c′′, v′, c′′′), the run will fail. Similarly, any letter (v′, c′, v, c) can only be
read in state pv,c,v′,c′ or p′v,c′′,v′,c′′′ . Since there is no way to visit two of those in the same run, only one letter
(v′, c′, v, c) can be read. If we have the choice between (v′, c′, v, c) and (v′, c′′′, v, c′′), the run will fail. Once pf ′
or p′f ′ is reached, the order of the letters (v, c) obviously makes no difference.
The descriptor (pe1 , p′f ′) in H2 accepts (at least) all multisets of (pv1 , pf ) in H1 with at least one discrepancy,
i.e. a letter (v, c, v′, c′) and a letter (v′, c′′, v, c′′′), where c 6= c′′′ or c′ 6= c′′. It follows that all multisets M such
that M |= (pv1 , pf ) also have M |= (pe1 , p′f ′) if and only if there is no run without discrepancy for (pv1 , pf ),
which is to say if G has no 3-colouring.
The coNP check on aut♦ is proper to the confluent restriction, as the problem is PSpace-hard in the general
case. The result comes from a strategy that proves by example accessibility to a multiset M that reaches a
final state in A1 but not in A2. However, this requires more than the inclusion problem on horizontal automata
being coNP. For example, if we want to prove that a subtree can reach a vertical state q in A1 without reaching
the state q′, we have to find a descriptor (p0, pf ) in H1 such that (p0, pf )→ q in H1, and a multiset M such
that M |= (p0, pf ), but for each (p′0, p′f ) in H1 such that (p′0, p′f )→ q′ in H2, M 6|= (p′0, p′f ).
We consider the following problem: given two confluent horizontal automata H1 and H2, a descriptor (p0, pf )
of H1, and several descriptors (p′0, p′f1), . . . , (p
′
0, p
′
fn
) of H2, is there a multiset M such that M |= (p0, pf ), but
for all i 6 n, M 6|= (p′0, p′fi)?
We will prove that this problem is in NP. Since membership is polynomial we just have to ensure that if such
an M exists, then there exists a counter-example of polynomial size. We consider M such that M |= (p0, pf ),
but for all i 6 n M 6|= (p′0, p′fi). There exists M0 ⊆ M such that M0 |= (p0, pf ), and |M0| 6 |H1|. This is
true by a simple small model argument: if M |= (p0, pf ), then we consider the run of M in H1. By removing
loops in this run, we eventually find a subset M0 ⊆M , such that M |= (p0, pf ), and whose run in H1 has no
loops. We note M = M0 +M ′0. Since H1 is confluent, we have M ′0 |= (pf , pf ). Hence, by the same argument,
there exists M1 ⊆M ′0 such that M1 |= (pf , pf ), and |M1| 6 |H1|. By recursion of this reasoning, we eventually
decompose M as M0 +M1 + · · ·+Mk, where M0 |= (p0, pf ), for all i between 1 and k, Mi |= (pf , pf ), and for
all j 6 k, |Mj | 6 |H1|. We now consider the run of M in H2 according to this decomposition. First, we pick
j > 0 the smallest index such that for all i 6 n, M0 + · · ·+Mj 6|= (p′0, p′fi). We then choose p′1, . . . , p′n some
intermediary states such that M0 |= (p′0, p′1),M1 |= (p′1, p′2), . . . ,Mj |= (p′j , p′j+1). By yet another small model
argument, we can remove the “loops” in this run, and keep only M0 and a number of Mi inferior to |H2|. We
obtain a new, smaller counter-example, formed by less than |H2|+ 1 multisets of size smaller than H1. This
proves that if a counter-example exists, there exists a smaller example polynomial in size. Since membership is
polynomial, we have that our problem is indeed in NP.
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From there, we move on to trees. We want to know if the language of A1 is included in the language of A2. The
proof to Proposition 48 already shows that it is an NP problem to find which pairs of states p, p′ are accessible,
i.e. such that there exists a tree labeled by p in A1, and by p′ in A2. To show there is a tree in L(A1)\L(A2) is
to show that there exists a multiset M , labeled by accessible pairs of states, that leads to a final state in A1 but
not in A2. Formally, this means that M |= (p0, pf ), where (p0, pf )→ qf is a rule of A1 leading to a final state,
but for every rule (p′0, p′f )→ q′f , of A2 leading to a final state, M 6|= (p′0, p′f ). As shown above, if we guess the
correct (p0, pf )→ qf , then the existence of such a M can be guessed then checked in polynomial time.
Hence, an NP algorithm to check the existence of a counter-example is:
 Check that all the pairs of states we need are accessible (NP from Proposition 48).
 Guess which (p0, pf )→ qf will accept the counter-example in A1 (one nondeterministic step).
 Check that there exists an M that can use this rule in A1 but no final rule in A2 (NP from the proof
above).
5.3. AUTs with Ordered Horizontal Rewriting
We now introduce a subclass whose expressive power is even more restricted than that of aut♦. In this class,
the filters are required to be disjoint – or made to be so beforehand at a quadratic cost – and are linearly
ordered, the order itself being a parameter of the class. Each rule has its own horizontal automaton, restricted
to reading the arity following this order. Compared to the confluent case, the formula #a = #b, for instance, is
no longer expressible, but #a ≡ #b mod k still is. Indeed, it is clear that
a
b
(5.13)
does not follow any fixed order, whether a ≺ b or b ≺ a. Indeed, while reading all the a’s first, one would need
a stack or an unbounded counter to memorise how many are read before reading the first b. On the other hand,
modulos require only finite memorisation, and thus one can encode, e.g. the formula (#a ≡2 #c) ∧ #b = 1 for
the order a ≺ b ≺ c:
aa
b
b
cc
. (5.14)
The filters in a given horizontal automaton being disjoint, we let
Σ = {φ1, . . . , φn } ⊆ F (5.15)
be the chosen finite alphabet of filters, and view an arity
{| d1 : Q1, . . . , dn : Qm |} as {|ϕ1, . . . , ϕm |} , (5.16)
where ϕi is the unique φ ∈ Σ such that (di, Qi) |= φ; this is undefined if there is no such φ. Thus we see arities
as Parikh images of words on the finite alphabet Σ, and horizontal automata as (deterministic) finite state
automata on Σ.
Deterministic finite automata (DFA) are defined as usual as tuples
κ = 〈Σ, P, pini, Pfin, δ〉 , (5.17)
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where δ : P × Σ→ P . The word language of a DFA κ is written L(κ), and its Parikh language is the Parikh
image of its word language, i.e.
P(κ) = { {|ϕ1, . . . , ϕm |} | ϕ1 . . . ϕm ∈ L(κ) } . (5.18)
Given a linear order ≺ on Σ (or on F ⊇ Σ) such that φ1 ≺ · · · ≺ φn, the ≺-ordered language of κ is
L≺(κ) = L(κ) ∩ φ∗1 . . . φ∗n , (5.19)
and we also let P≺(κ) be the Parikh image of L≺(κ).
We define the corresponding horizontal descriptor class 〈KΣ,≺, |=, |·|, 0〉, with KΣ,≺ being the set of DFA on a
set Σ ⊆ F of mutually disjoint filters, |κ| being the usual size for DFA, and the following satisfaction relation:
{| d1 : Q1, . . . , dm : Qm |} |= κ
iff ∀i = 1..m, ∃ϕi ∈ Σ : di : Qi |= ϕi ∧ {|ϕ1, . . . , ϕm |} ∈ P≺(κ) .
Definition 56 (autΣ,≺). An autΣ,≺ is a vertically deterministic member of aut(KΣ,≺).
Proposition 57 (Reordering). For any autΣ,≺ A, and any total filter order ≺′, one can construct an autΣ,≺′
A′ equivalent to A in time O(2|A|·|Σ|).
Proof. Let κ = 〈Σ, P, pini, Pfin, δ〉 be the horizontal automaton of A. We need to build an equivalent horizontal
automaton κ′ for the order ≺′. In this proof, we will build an equivalent automaton κ′ = 〈Σ, P ′, p′ini, P ′fin, δ′〉
that works for any order, and thus for ≺′ in particular. To this end, we want to store the number of elements
matching each filter. Of course, since this information can be arbitrarily large, we decide to store only the
“effect” of reading these filters. If we consider triggering a filter as a function between the states of κ, then
storing this function for each filter requires only finite information.
We define Pf = P ∪ {fail}. For each filter φ, we define a function fφ : Pf 7→ Pf . If there is a rule pφ→ p′, then
fφ(p) = p′. If there is no rule for pφ, then fφ(p) = fail. We always have fφ(fail) = fail. This function emulates
the step of reading an element (d,Q) |= φ. Thus, reading two such elements for the filter φ can be emulated by
f2φ. It is a property on finite functions f : S → S that the set
{
f i | i ∈ N} is at most of size O(2|S|). Indeed, let
us consider the ranges fn(S). We know that there exists n 6 |S|, such that fn(S) = fn+1(S). This means
that this set X = f |S|(S) is the biggest set on which f is a permutation. By recursion, one can prove that a
permutation on n elements is at most of order 2n: a cycle is of order n, and if it is not a cycle, then it is the
combination of a permutation on m elements and a permutation on m′ elements, with m+m′ = n. If it is
such a combination, its order is the least common multiple of its two components’ orders. At worst, it is their
product, which is smaller than 2m × 2m′ . The order of f is at most |S|+ 2|S|. Note that this approximation is
known not to be the best possible.
The states of κ′ will remember fnφ for each filter φ of Σ. Each state of P ′ is a function from Σ to functions in
P
Pf
f . If we number the filters according to the order ≺, we note Σ = {φ1, . . . , φn}. We write the elements of P ′
as (f i1φ1 . . . f
in
φn
). There are at most 2|Pf |·|Σ| such states. We have the transitions:
(f i1φ1 . . . f
ii
φi
. . . f inφn)φi(f
i1
φ1
. . . f ii+1φi . . . f
in
φn
) . (5.20)
The initial state is (f0φ1 . . . f
0
φn
). By design, we can see that if in κ′,
M |=
(
(f0φ1 . . . f
0
φn), (f
i1
φ1
. . . f inφn)
)
(5.21)
then in κ,
M |=
(
pini, f
in
φn
◦ · · · ◦ f i1φ1(pini)
)
(5.22)
if f inφn ◦· · ·◦f i1φ1(pini) ∈ P , orM has no run in κ otherwise. Hence, the final P ′fin states are all states (f i1φ1 . . . f inφn)
such that f inφn ◦ · · · ◦ f i1φ1(pini) ∈ Pfin.
Note that since no assumption was made concerning the order in which we read M , the automaton κ′ works
for any order ≺′.
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Table 1: Overview of the complexity results for vertically deterministic auts with assumption of PTime singleton-membership,
-satisfiability, and -validity. The letters c and h stand for complete and hard, respectively.
aut# aut aut♦ autΣ,≺
Characterisation: PMso PMso CMso < · < PMso CMso
t ∈ L(A) ? in PTime NP-c in PTime in PTime
L(A) = ∅ ? coNP-h in PTime in PTime in PTime
L(A) ∩ L(B) = ∅ ? coNP-h coNP-c coNP-c in PTime
L(A) = T ? coNP-h PSpace-h < · < coNExp in PTime in PTime
L(A) ⊆ L(B) ? coNP-h PSpace-h < · < coNExp coNP-c in PTime
Proposition 58 (CMso-Equivalence). For any total order ≺, autΣ,≺ has exactly the same expressive power as
CMso.
Proof sketch. It is obvious that KΣ,≺ can encode counting constraints, as they can encode #a 6 k and #a = k
mod n, and are closed under Boolean operations. Conversely, KΣ,≺ can be seen as a succession of components
dealing with φ∗i -factors – as for reordering – each of which can be put into Chrobak normal form [37], and can
hence be expressed as a disjunction of modulos.
Proposition 59 (autΣ,≺ is Easy). Given an order ≺ on filters, the membership, emptiness, universality,
disjointness, equivalence, and inclusion decision problems for vertically deterministic autΣ,≺ are all polynomial,
provided that the corresponding singleton problems for filters are.
Proof. This follows from the same results for DFA.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
We have introduced a very general setting for automata on unranked unordered trees on infinite alphabets,
which captures the usual notions of alternation, nondeterminism, and determinism with respect to the vertical –
bottom-up – structure of automata, and is parametrized by the modality of horizontal evaluation. We have
shown reasonable conditions on horizontal evaluation under which all three automata models have the power of
Mso, and that their expressive powers are incomparable unless such conditions are assumed.
We then focused on the vertically deterministic case, searching for suitable notions of horizontal determinism.
This model, with Presbuger formulæ or Parikh-like automata, captures PMso, with complexity trade-offs
between membership and emptiness. Searching for classes suitable both for querying and static analysis, we
then examined two notions of horizontal determinism: confluence and fixed-orderedness, the latter yielding
the same expressive power as CMso, and the former a strict intermediate between CMso and PMso. Our
complexity results are summarized in Table 1[p36].
To extend this work, we intend to explore more powerful variants where filters support data joins, and to
generalize the approach to tree transducers, with applications to static verification of scripts, some subclasses
of which can be seen as transducers on filesystem trees.
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